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VVith

School Money

Gov's Message

-

Libert
'
The report is too long to pnb-lis- h
in full but is, on' file here for
all who are interested.
Mr. :Lncero 3 "starting out
in the right way and we hope he
will put the schools of Mora Co.
on the basis, we have a right to
expect of a young ,man educated
in a modern School.

girl.
an
Reports all felicitous and the
neighbors are ' trying to get
stop
Harye to settle down
putting on afrs. Had she been a
boy there would" be no, .living
with him. .,
'
.

'nd

"

..

'

i,

Fred Brown is getting the
heating and lighting plants in
his new house. Mr. Belmont, of
The Charles Ilfeld Company,, of
Springer is in charge of the installation and it will 'be modern
'
to the minute.
Now that Fredha3 got the
lights is we may begin to hope
that he will get the "Livers'' in
C. E Mofield, another soldier before summer comes again.
boy, returned last week from
France. He was within eight Mrs. MyraDefrees was hostmiles of Chateatf Thierry when ess to a little party of friend at
the armistice was signed put her home last Thursday evening.
didn't get a crack at the Jlun, Games and refreshments were
included in "a very pleasant
' which he will always regret."
;
'
i
-f. El evening.
M. Conner writes ffom
Reno that he has' missed a paper Miss Etna' Floersheim entertainand wants it' pronto They' have ed a few friends at the Edgar
had lota of snow; and wheat looks Floersheim. home, Friday cyning,
tine but he wants to' know about Uamesere indulged 'in, after
ward, refreshments served. All'
the mesa'people.
'
enjoyed the evenings pleasures.
Mrs. F. A. Sargent has been
ser.'ously ill this week with Flu.
Mrs. T, M. Qgden returned
She is reported better, ;
week - visit
Saturday from.: a
with her daughter Mrs. George
C. W; Davidson and wife, of
Lucas,
at Dawj? on. She is rightof
Xucumcari, a brother-in-la- w
eously
peeve,d
at a bill of over
Seth Paxton arrived in Roy Wedon her little house
$15
for
taxes
nesday for a visit. Mr. Davidson
in Roy which was assessed at
is Wire Chief for the Ell'as0
$1)0
and wouldn's sell for that
and Southwestern Ry.
This is five times the amount of
A report comes this week that taxes on this property in any
Charlie AVoodwarct, formerly a' previous year." We- all kick on
section foreman at Solano, has our taxes being doubled but,, this
the limit.
leased a tract of lantf in Texas, to case
''
11
a
an oil company for $25,000.00
,
year with walties when the oil
jennv Hnmdnsthe new Clerk
flows. Hurrah for Charlie.
at the Roy Postoffice., sueeedmg

girl at the home of
at
their home in Santa Fe, Feb. 13
are received by tine
Thats
a mighty fine Valentine we
should say and we congratulate
the young ,lady óh her choice of
parents. ,
,
of a

'

,

The young volunteer army
which has it'd parade grounds
v
in Dr. Gjbbs park, is just a hint
:'
S
at what the Kaiser or any one
A foot of snow is the result. of else will meet up with when
an all day snowstorm Wednesday looking for trouble 20 yean
following by bright sunshine. hance, We are reminded foreib;.1
The village administration got of the foolishness of preaching
out the vsnow pldvv and made to the grownup
when the so
roads all over town again. Itj near future is in the 'Jr.Ands ot
will be hard on unprotected and these kids. Sure they av e a lucky
unfed stock but,is another boost lot to come on the s e m of actioi
for the "wheat and a vindication just when the reali " big things
of Polaskie's ability as a predict- in life are just unfolding. Iht
or.
greatest Possible responsibly el
tnri.lf.i't the itr rxr
fro'vvr.nns
Red CW.Tuesday Ffb. Umimv nd
fAt
Mtiímntáf
: Crowe,
Mrs. Roy, Mrs., fü(ure ctjng 4nd. the greatest
De Frees, Mrs. .Willcox,
thecrime gaínst' humaríty as ta
Misses rner. Mrs. Wm. Baum hindcr their developement.
asa guest. They are getting j.
s
caught up with the work- tne will
Stronj?
Tora
revived, tested
soon be ordering more.
and paid tor over a hundred gal
Father and Sons Day at the lons of cream Saturday, at' the
Union Sunday School last Sunday Floersheim Warehouse. Not' a
attracted a very lartre audience bad start for the new, 'enterprise
and the program was an except- - it' will pay you to try it,,
ionall0nteresting one. The sermon by Rev. Wilson was' espic-allapt and to the point and the
stories of what tlfey had learned
Owing to the stoma on the
in the different departments oí date of my sale I have post
Uncle Sam's service was inter- poned it to February 26lh,-JSexesting and well' told by each. The
Tuesday.
special mrisic wasespically appropriate and well rendered by
the choir,
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Postpoued Sale

y

Benny is
fine
when
f
cterk
the making a
he gets the routine' leirned, and
,

t

Saturday
ious, lesson, at Nu-Shcongratulate rostmaster
"we
March 1. Benefit of Catholic Johnson in his choice.
",
v
Church in Roy. Don't miss it.
o,

Fisher;

A. D.

Owing to the Storm Wednes- Coughs and Sneezes
day night the Boy ; Scouts were
Spread "Diseases
- unable to have" their meeting at!
Rev. Hearn's but they, are on!
the joc atid workiqg and plan- Mrs. F.. E. Ep'ps and two La- intr" towartT organization. All1
Wednesday for Portland '
' f ft
...
n fT bies left
wsn 'tr
Vft 'i f
lnrfihs fo 'he"' derived are for it" Oregon, where Mr. Lppí ib an
'
h'as a home ready for them The
.."T
'
irr.no- '
girls,"
J. ' i L- -i.'
Misses Elizabeth and Gless- .
I
ner, 4willi.HGw when school is
The Missis Gray, daughters of out in the spring.! ,.
'
- Agent Gray, of the, Roy Depot
visited last week at their old J The Chas. Depew home has
v
.
homo in Santa Rosav
beeh tí hospital for the past, three"
weeks., Mrs. Depew and Miss
N., Spry, of Jolivar Missouri, jfern have both been very ii
sends us a remittáhce to make, w'ith Flu but are getting better,
.- "- :
come again. Tie m's ttill
the
Miss Jessie Fender, teacher of,
kids"u3 about being a republican
are
where
Missouri,
there
the Wagnr School, haa ,been ill
from
with Flu,' ind AinabV to teach
;
no 'republicans.
' ...
for the past two weeks.
Sedalia
Knott,
of,
Minerva
Dr.
Seth Paxton has acc.pted a pot
Missouri, will still read the
as salesman with the Roy
;
sitien
Dh
Emma
sister,
She and her
Knott; were arnong the pioneer Trading Co. and has been on the
homesteaders of the mesa. They job since the first. It is not new
worjv for him and he is already
were here when we came.
popular with the trade.
v,
.
L. E.: 'Deubler, hid an im - ?
to
went
'sale
Kloersheim
J.
Mrs.
Tues
his,
mense crowd at
chil
her
Sunday
Springer
to.visit
well
very
day and things sold
generally... He 'is 'we'H-- satisfied dren, especially the. Ah Hanson
'
' home and her grandchildren..
with the results. .
'

.

;

j

,

"

SOLDIER

A TYPICAL

"'I

you have heard

know

just before 'they
put the skid3 under him
"The republican party is intoxicated with fermented reminiscences of, its ancient perform- -'
'
ancee," he said.
"Sixty yará ago day after to
morrow they poisioned my grand
father who was' then a member
.
.V liiua-- ;
o: tnis house, iou have
trious precedent, therefore, for
action, today. I am grateful
you
tuat
have not gone quite so
They,
predecessors.
as
your
far
not merely threw my grand-- ;
father out, they poisioned him
and then solemnly appropriated
$600 to pay for masses for the re
"Swan-Song- "

a

great deal about the violation of
the Constitution.' Well, I yield
to ro pan in my worship of the
furdíméntal instrument, and I
airship it the more because

cherearea good many

......

gentle-lou- r

ot trust
with that instrur.n'i.i:. ..vernight.
But you cannot ruyi any line in
that Constitution which forbids
the president going to the place
vUcíe his highest constitutional
duty i;t when ocasión calls, for it.
"T'is wrong- that .party lines
should restrain your expression
on a subject, tiiat oyersuouoNrs
parías aüd niHns-ad--tíbo- t
want .any misconstruction ' of
What I have said when I say o- verehadows parties and nations,
men whom

I

wou

.

i

pose of his
I am being thrown out because
Alfredo Montoya want3 that
$1, 100. Christmah promised him
rfhrwwkHi'ifi-- the, eyitesV in
Sandoval county. That was all
the motive the caucus had-t- o see
to it that Mntoya gels his mon- -

-

,

S--

go-in-

seat-robbe-

-

Signed--ReUir-

t

4
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Brother Ormond Albert Le
Thieq, of Las Vegas, is 'here assisting Father Vachon in some
missionary work for the Catnalic
Church. He is a young man, of
very, prepossessing appearance
'

GATHERING

'chaplain of the house prayed to
let the light on the, legislature
that they might do the right1,:
thing. And the1 next day thej
fired the chaplain.
I notice the
chaplain here today did the same''

-

thing. Please do not' fire him too
This is supposed to bea judicial proceebings.
What a com- -,
mentary on it that I know before
the vole is taken have to go out.
Why, if
of the
press were to forecast a day in
advance a decision of another
jüdical body whiclw sits at the
j other end of this floor, you'd
go
to jail for contempt and the rul
ing in Johnson's ease wofild
;neer get you out But the con
tempt in this judicial body isn't
dangerous.
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of Solano, is home from his Sec- -,
tion Foreman job at El Paso and
seriously (1 with Pneumonia.
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Solano has been scared up at
lTifearof an epidemic of Flu
the nast week. Several cases
have developed but seemingly in
a lighter form than we had here.
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T. II. Polaskie,

than

whom

his substitute for home, nná there ft none whomer in the wea- C. A. Is Jhe gathering place of the soldiers In every camp. It
Tfte Army Y.
Isdisappointed,
for the "X" slo- forecastinjg business,, says that
seldom
he soon lenrns to goiere when he is threatened with homesickness. ITe
v
;
gan is "something doing 11 the time."
Mr. toian he predicted for here
This crowd was too bigo get inside the building, bo they had the prosrara outside. The soldlors ore listening was the one that devastated and
Cnmr.
was
at
picture
sex
taken
noted
lecturer. The
to a lecture op mental and physical cleanliness by Dr. Clark, a
Travis, S'ifl Antonio. Texas, where thousands ot soldiers from Texáa, Oklahoma,' Louisiana, and other states receirt tied up all Kansas and Nebraska,
and he missed.lt only a few miltheir training for the big adventure.
...
Ú.
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The following note to the,'
Things are getting letter in.
"Trouble Editor of the
g
the world even though 1 am
"I haye a steady girl with daik
out of the Senate. Education
eyes, but I can't help thinking is doing
it and some day New
of a girl with blue eyes. Can I Mexico will be so
educated that
be in love with two girls at once?"
will not get into
Soldier.
'
the legislature.
Ans.-,Y- es
you CAN; but you
"When Belasco Romero wast
htyl BETTKR NOT.
kicked out, the next day the
r.

j

j

i ..

ha3-bee-

nt

And now Ike Earth has broken
out with the teasels. You simply canit keeo a good man down

--

"The Rosary", á splendid, picture with a high moral and relig-

;

S--

--

Schw-lz,--

10-l- b.

Mr. and Mrs. Malaquias Baca,,

.

Mrs' Annabel

arrival

i

;

,

Cards announcing th

The appointment of Gable as
Game
Warden, against - the
Earnest request' of the Sportsmen
of the state, for the reappointment of Ted Roualt, was a plain
political appointment with ' no
other excuse but political preferment. It was á mistake that will
yet rise ,up to haunt him.

-

.

.

.

,

mendation

-

8-l- b.

r

The action of the Republicans
in the N. M. Senate in throwing
put Ike Barth; of Albuquerqu,
was recognized by themselves
asa bad move Dohticallw but
héysawPo other way. Thev
didn't heed to throw him out for
they had all 'the majority I they
could use any way and in doing
it they have given him that, we
believe will make him the recog
nized leader of the Democratic
party in New Mexico in 1910. If
it does, we shall feel that the'
hánd of Providence is in it all.
With Barth as the leader and a
few old
discarded, the
Democrats
and Independents
who would be Democrats if the
party is rid.of its fossils, can '
easily control this state., Of,
course it makes it harder when
the party now in power Ijaa' all
the state funds to manipulate
to help win next time but Mill
they can be beaten, despite that:
The following are a few of the
things Barth told them in ;his

non-Cat-

Harve Hickel and wife, Feb. 1?,'

tí"

IkeBarth

r

;

8-l- b.

--

Peace Service

Hoiíiér Holmes

f

$175.007

Number

At the CATHOLIC CHURCH on
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY,
Saturday February 22nd. At 10
A. M. Solemn High Mass.
Sermon ef the day in' English
by Rev. Father F. Hudon O.M.I.
Homer Holmes has sent a let- from Dawson N. M.
ter to the Red Cross, through his EVERYBODY WELCOME.
mother, acknowledging the reSpecial invitation to
h
ceipt of the Christmas bóx sent olic people.
him, and expressing in his own
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23rd.
sincere way his appreciation of
At 10 A. M. High Mass with
the rememberance. He is with
English and Spanis Instructions.
the Army of occupation in GerAt 3 P. M. SPECIAL RELIGI
many now and doe3 not know
OUS SERVICE in ; Spanish, by
When he can come hom
but Rev.
Tather Mauricio Jean Jo
still appreciates the importance
seph for the BLESSING of the
bf the mission he enlisted for and
Stations of the Cross and Benehas bright'hopes of its ultimate
diction of the Bkssed Sacrament.
fulfillment.Rev. Fr. FELIX VACHON,
His many friends here will be
Priest in Charge.
glad to welcome him home when v
f
his mission is completed aná no
Kirk Cibbs, of Gladstone, was
soldier has participated in this in1
town Satarday and ordered
war who more fully understood
advertising for his Farm
some
Its meaning or had a clearer visLoan business. He is placing
ion of the future.
money with the farmers of his
section 'of Union and Colfax
.Elmer Evans orders the .
Counties and has a fine field for
"
sent to him at Eidon Missouri in his
activities in that line.
future. He admits it will look
good to him. filrs. tüvans is no
Taft, said in his
better. It has been raining there New York speech last week-- "

gíillliá
More ifabies

raise the funds. It is strictly in
line with the methods ,and- ideas
of the Federal Government and
the. legislature cóuld do no better than to be guided largely by
them,. We are still hoping for an
administration to fully vindicate
the govenor and exhonorate the
Legislature from a lot ot things
,in the past Forgiven but not
forgotten by a darned sight.
.Making the future right will go
far toward atoning thé past and
we shall be only too glad to find
the things , that deserve com-

.....

with Firmness Ajhe Right.'!

Personal Mentiónl

County Süperintendant, Alfredo Lucero, sends us a copy of
his certificate of apportionment
of.School funds Feb. llth( the
amount for t the county is
13,939.40 from county taxes, of
New Babies reported this 'eek
this, Roy District gets, $2,072
which relieves the embarrass- from Dr. Self's Santarium 'ar- ement, of the finances which has
Laughlin, Feb. 17th, a boy.
existed for the past two months. Mrs.
Mora get3 $1, 190.00 and Wagon Frank Gonzales' and wife, Feb.
Mound $2,450.00, ' Solano $450.00,
boy,
18th, an

Governor LarrazoVs messagé
to the Legislature accompanying
the final Budget for State expenses, is very plain, practical and
sensible presentation ', of th
needs of the state and suggestions regarding the means to

'

J?r!y ÍJL??

'

- ;

es. You can see part of it on the
(Mountains to the north.

TH

WORLD PEACE
'

IliillDS

IÍI SAFE

Text of League Plan as Drawn
Up by the Conference

at Paris.
AGHEEQ!) CONCERTED ACTIQH
Will Be Reduced to the Lowest Point
'Consistent With National Safety
United State Executive to
Call Firct Settlor).

tion of national armament to the lowest point consistent with national
safety and the enforcement Wy common
consent of international obligations,
having special regard to the geogruph-- '
leal situation and circumstances of
each state.
The high contracting parties agree
that the manufacture by private enterprise of munitions and Implements of
war lends itself to grave objections,
and direct the executive council to
advise how the evil effects uttendant
upon such manufacture can be prevented, due regard being had to the
of these countries which are
not uble to manufacture for themselves the munitions nnd Implements
of war necessary for their safety.
i
ARTICLE IX.
A permanent commission shall be constituted to advise the league oil the
execution of (he provisions of Article
Eight and on military and naval ques-

Tari, Feb. 14. President' Wilson, as
' '
chairman of the commission, read the tions generally.
'
X.
ARTICLE
v
full draft of the league of nations
The
high
contracting"
parties shnll
covenant at a meeting of the plenary
commission kat the Qual d'Orsay. The undertake to respect and preserve, ai
against external aggression, the tertext follows :
ritorial Integrity and existing political
COVENANT.
Independence of all states, members
inpromote
amble
In
to'
Pr
order
aud to secure of the league. In case of any such
ternatlonul
aggression, or in case of any throat
international peace and security ff
or
danger of such aggression, the exto
not
the acceptance of obligations
ecutive
resort to; war, by the prescription of means council shall advise upon the
by which the obligation shall
open, just and honorable relations be.
be fulfilled.
tween nations, by the firm establishARTICLE
XI.
,,
ment of the understandings of Inter
Any war or threat of War, 'whether
national law as me actual ruie 01 Immediately affecting any of
the high
by
among
governments,
conduct
and
contracting
or
parties
Ifereby
not.
Is
the maintenance of Justice and-- a
declared a matter of concern to the
respect for all treaty obliga- league,
and the high contracting par
tions in the dealings 'of organized ties reserve the right to1ake any ac
people with one another, the powers tion that amy
be deemed Wise anil ef
signatory to this covenant adopt this fectual to safeguard the peace of un'
'
constitution of the league of nations: it....
seru-ptilo-

ARTICLE I.
The action of the high contracting

parties under the terms of this covenant shall be effected through the iní
fitrumentnllty of a, meeting1 of a body
of delegates representing the high contracting parties, of meetings at more
frequent Intervals of an executive
council, and of a permanent International secretarial to be established at
the seaj of the league.

,

ARTICLE II.
Meetings of the. body of delegates
shall be held at stated intervals and
from time to time as occasion may require for the purpose of dealing with
matters within the sphere of action of
the league. Meetings of the body of
delegates shall be held at the seat of
the league or at such other places as
may be found convenient, and shall
consist of representatives of the high
contracting parties. Each of the high
contracting parties shall have one vote,
but roayMiaye not more than .three

representatives.
ARTICLE III.

'

ARTICLE XII.
'
The high contracting pnrf fes, agree
that should disputes arise between
them which cannot be adjusted by tlicordinary processes of diplomacy; they
will In no case resort to war without
previously submitting the questions
and matters Involved either to arbitra
tion or to Inquiry by the executive
council, and until three months afte'
the award by the arbitrators or a rec
ommendatlon by the executive connell ; and that they will not even then
resort to war as against a member of
the league which complies with the
award of arbitration or the recommendation of the executive council.
ARTICLE XIII.
The high contracting parties, whenever any dispute or difficulty shall
arise between them which they recognize to be suitable to arbitration,
and which cannot be satisfactorily
settled by diplomacy, will submit, the
whole matter to arbitration. For this
purpose the "court of arbitration to
which the case Is referred shall be the
court ugfeed on by the parties or
stipulated in any convention existing
between them.
The high contracting
papties agree that they will carry out
la full flood faith any award that may
In the event of any failbe rendered.
ure to carry out the award, the
council shall propose what
steps can best be taken to gire effect
--

-

The executive council shall consist
of representatives of the United States
of America, the Itrltlsli empire,
France, Italy and Japan, together
with representatives of four other
etates, .roenliers of the league. The
selection of these four states shall be
made by the body of delegates on such
principles and In such manner as they
'
think fit. Pending the appointment of thereto.
ARTICLE XIV.
these representatives of the other
states, representatives of (blank left
The executive council shall formufor names) shall be 'members of the late plans for the establishments of a
executive council.
permanent court of International justice and this court shall, when estabARTICLE IV.
.
The first meeting of the body or lished, be competent to hear and dedelegates and the executive council termine any matter which the parties
shall be summoned by the President of recognize as suitable for the submission to It for arbitration under the forethe United States of America. . ,
going article.
ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE XV.
The permanent secretariat of the
league shall be established at (blank)
If there should arise between states
which shall constitute the sent of the .members of the league any dispute"
league.
The secretariat shall com
likely to lead to rupture, which is not
prise such secretaries and staff as may submitted to arbitration as above, the
be required, under the general direc- high contracting parties agree that
tion and control of a secretary general they will refer the matter to the execuof Die league, who shall be chosen by tive council ; either party to the disthe executive council! the secretariat pute may give notice of the existence
shall be appointed by the secretary of the dispute to the seeretury general,'
general subject to confirmation by the who will make alt necessary arrange,
executive council.
ments for a full Investigation and consideration thereof.
ARTICLE VI.
Where the efforts of the council lead
Representatives of the high contractto the settlement of the dispute, a stateing parties and officials of the league ment shall be published indicating the.
when engaged In the business of the nature of the dispute and the terms of
league shall enjoy diplomatic priv- settlement, together with such explanation! as may be appropriate. If the disileges and Immunities and the build- pute
hat not been settled, a report by the
ings occupied by the league or its of- eouncll shall be published, setting foath
ficials or by representatives attending with all necessary facts and explanations
recommendations which the council
its meetings shall efijoy the benefits of the
thinks just and proper for the settlement
y
extra territoriality.
of the dispute. If the report Is
--

;

unai:'-mousl-

VII.
Admission to the league of states
not signatories to the covenant and
iHf named in the protocol as states to
be Invited to adhere to the covenant,
requires the assent of not less than
ARTICLE

agreed to by the members of the
council other than the parties to the dispute, the high contracting parties agree
that they will not go to war with any
party which complies with the recom-

mendations, and that, if any party shall
refuse so to comply, the council shall propose measures necessary tc give effect to
of the states represented In the reason. If no sunk unanimous report
can be made. It shall be the duty of the
the body of delegates, and shall be majority
and th privilege of the minority
counlimited to fully
to Issue statements Indicating what they
to
believe
be the facts and containing the
tries, including dominions and colonies.
which they consider to be Just
No state shall le admitted to the reasons
and proper.
league unless it is able to give effective
The executive council may in any case
guarantees of its sincere intention to under this article refer the dispute to the
body
of delegates. ,The dispute shall be
observe its International obligations,
referred, at the request of either party to
and unless It shall conform to such the dispute, provided that such request
principles as may be prescribed by the must he made within fourteen days after
the submission of the dispute. In any
e
league In regard to its naynl 2nd
case referred to the body of delegates all
In regard to Its naval and milthe provisions of this article and of Arti
itary forces and armaments.
cle Twelve relating to the action and
powers of the executive council shall
IDTItl
I
viir.
ivkbe uní
iapply to the action and powers of the
recoghigh
contracting
The
parties
nize the principle that the mainteARTICLE XVI.
nance of peace will require the reduc- Should any of the high contracting
rwo-thir-

g

,...'

,

rn

-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

SIGfJ'
OR FIGHT

'

FOCH TELLS GERMAN PRESIDENT

THERE
'

tion to carry out eoruplete disarmament and demobilization, and a commission made up of the center, demoPresident Ebert, In Interview, Putl cratic and socialist parties is now disEnd to Rumor a to Appointment of cussing details'of the new program.'
These points were.nutde by Fried-ricDiplomat to Peace Conference.
Kbert, the new president of GerWeimar, Germany, Feb. 15. Count many, in an Informal talk with for,
i , ...
...til iiui eo .iu tk. rw
eign newspaper men. lie answered
yuy.
von xeriiMiui il win
questions of Amerieanand Kngllsh
delegate;
as a German
conference
Germany plans, for the lime being at correspondents, asked after he had
least, a people's army on the basis of read a formal statement following the
general conscription ; Germany will an- lines of lite recent address. In which
few days her Inten he emphasised Germany's Intention to
nounce within
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TERMS ARE COMPLETED
ARMISTICE

TO MAKE GERMANY
POWERLESS TO;. MAKE NEW
'
TROUBLE."

Wenlern Keucrpapi't' t'aion News Service.

Copcliugen, l'Vb. 10. Iteplying to
a request by Miithlas'Krzberger,' head
of llie Uermaii uriiilstico commission
for u deluy'iu the signing of tho arm
1st Ice terms
noon,
until tomorrow
Marshal Focl declared that the arm
istice expired at' Í"1 o'clock Monday
morning, n'ul (hat the last hour' for
signing wofild be 6 o'clock Sunday
In order to be "able to Issue
the necessary orders to the troops. If
not siguen then, .Marshal Koc li said lie
would be obliged, to leave Treves and
the armistice would no longer be In
force. Answering Krzberger's counter
demands, Marshal Foch said the new
armistice terjns h(d been fixed by the
.

hca4s, of the associated governments
tul that he was unable to alter them.
''Geneva. Kurt Kisner, the Bavarian
premier, on his return ti Munich from
tlie recent Socialist, conference held at
Heme, made reply lo attacks In tlie
German press concerning his speech atISerue. Kisner said the Germans did
not realize to what a degree they were
isolated from the world antt what ter
rible mistrust there w;as of German
politics outside Germany. The Germans, he added, ' did not realize to
what extent the allies considered the
German revolution a pure comedy and
said that It will bo thus while tlie
German leaders remain flie same as
those who conducted Germany's odious
war policy. Herr Kisner demanded an
entire change of the German govern
ment leaders.
3,747,624

Furnished: '

Soldier

Washington.
At table showing the
number of men furnished to the army
by each state during the war was
mnde public a the War Department.
New York ed with 307,804, and Nevada stood last with' 5,105 lu the total
of .'5,757,024 men obtained by draft,
voluntarily enlistment or through the
National, Guard. Western states furnished the following number's of soldiers: Texas, 101,005; California, lili,
014; , Iowa, 18,781; Nebraska,. ÍT,805;
Washington, 45,154; Montana, .'10,21)3;
30,110;
Colorado,
34,303; Oregon,
South, Dakota, 29,080; North Dakota,
25,803; Idaho, 10,010; Utah A 7,301;
.New Mexico, 12,431; Wyoming, 11,303;
Arizona, 10,402. The total of 3t"47,G24
Included also 10,538 from l'orto It Ico,
5,004 from Hawaii, 2,102 from Alaska,
255 from the liiUlipine islands, 1.13S
not allocated ant. 1,40(1 .accredited to
the American expeditionary forces,
comprising men who Joined the army
in Kurope.

war
raised, since resirts from "th
peace' conference 'Indicate; that It it
occupying a large, place in discussion;
there. President Kbert frankly .astonished his' hearers by his declaration
that a commission was slready working on the problem. lie said Germany
In future was going to have only an
army of- defense. It was at the very
end of Ids' talk that he admitted that
this guard wlll'bej raised by
first

-
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cure-fJ- l.
but a ra- and
catarrh
remedy
for
tioñal
all inflammation and conges
tion of the mucous ' membranes.
,

'

Í? .V

Wot fl

Catarrh attacks the mucous linings, ta any organ.
In any pari of the body. It Id not, aa éome imae'.ne,
confined to the nose and throat, although nasal
atarrh is the most common form and afflicts many
people.
Unchecked catarrh aoon breaks down the tissue and
destroys the organs or part. Evidence of the ravages of catarrh are all around us. Without deslra
to frlgrhten anyone, we aay: "Guard yourself against
catarrh as, you would against tha direst plague.
'
,
Fortify your system. Take Peruna."
A
INSPIRING WORDS FOB THR SICK FROM THOSE
WHO KNOW.
A Gm Medicine In tku Family.
I had a bad case of LaGrlppe and could mit no
relief. Peruna cured me. It ia a fine medicina. yV
ttb
a
.M
often use it in the family and find it good.
íaRS. GENTRY GATES,
Ü2& First Avenue,
Kast Lake Station,
Birmingham, Alabama.
FKEL9 L1KB A DIFFEBBNT FEB SOW.
Peruna lias cured my stomach and I feel like a
different person. I Only took twelve bottles of
and can eat anything without distress, aime-thin- g
'
I have not done for fifteen years.
I recommend Peruna to everybody suffering With
catarrh of the atomach.
1
J 029 16th St.,
Columbus, Georgia,
J. J.THOMPSON.
WRITE FOR THIS BOOK.
FOR ALL FORMS OF CATARRH.
Peruna is indicated for all forms
All sick and suffering should
of catarrh or catarrhal inflammation write The Peruna Company, Dept.
and congestion of the mucous linColumbus, Ohio, for Dr. Hart-maings in any part or organ, such as
Health Book. The book la
nose, throat, bronchial tubes, lungs,
perhaps Just the
atomach, bowels, kidneys, bladder, free and contains
you are seeking. It la
etc. It Is fine for coughs, colds and information
plain wrapper to any adeffects of the grip and aa excellent sent In a
dress.
preventive remedy.
DO IT TODAY.
If Vou want health, Insist upon
IN LIQUID OR TABLET FQRM.'
having Dr. Hartman's World Famous Perusa Tonic.
Atk your dealer for a Peruna
Sold Everywhere.
Almanac '
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Mean Trick op Legislators.
"Funny thing happened up to the
legislature this week," said Senator
Squash of Squeegee on his week-end

visit

at

Not So Easy.
"So you fire n writer?"
"Some so allege."
X
"It must be nice to put your ideat.
into print."
"That part. Is all riglit .The tougi;
part Is In lining space - when yo
haven't any ideasA Louisville Cour

home.
"What was It?" asked his dutiful
'
"
wife.
."Why, you see the president tasked
for a standing vote on a question we
V
.
war, all dead against ; but every senator had to stand up."
RECIPE FOR jSRAY HAIR.
"That was funny. How did, it hap
To half p'nt of water add 1 oz. Bay Kunr,
pen?"
a small box of Barbo Compound, and
"A band passed the statehouse play- - oz. oi glycerine. Any druggist can put this
In' The
lmutier.'" In- up or you can mix it at home at very little cost. Full directions for making and
dianapolis Star.
use come in each box of Barbo Compound.
It will gradually darken streaked, faded
hair, and make it soft and glossy. It
! gray
will not color the scalp, is not sticky ol
The kidneys are the most overworked greasy, and does not rub off. Adr.
organs of the human body, and when they
fail in their work of hllaring out and
Helped by Imagination.
throwing off the ooisong developed in the
Oflicer You're the best fighter in
i) stem; tliiiiK bcj(ín to happen.
One of the first warnings is pain or stiffWhat's the secret?
ness in the lower part of the back; highly
Puivatev-Whene- ver
I vent against
colored urine; loss of appetite; indigestion; irritation, or even trine in the blad- the Germans I pretended they were the
der. These symptoms indicate a condition customtrs that I used to have to take
that may lead to that dreaded and fatal Insolence from mid to whom I wasn't
malady, Bright's disease, for which there
allowed to say nnytlilng"back, when I
is said to be no cure. '
Do not delay a minute. At the firut in worked In the department store. Life.
dication of trouble in-- the kidney, liver,
bladder or urinary organs start taking
The Bunk of England has 32 differGold Medal Haarlem Oil Capsules, and
save yourself before it is too late. Instant ent methods of detecting forged bunk
treatment is necexnai-- in kidney and blad- notes.
der troubles. A delay is often fatul.
You ean almnxt rrrtainlv find immpdintA
relief in Gold Medal Haarlem Oil Capsules.
cold
For more than 2(Xr vears this famous DreD- ration has been an unfailing remedy for
kit kidney, bladder and urinary troubles.
It is the pure, original Haarlem Oil your
used. About two capsules each day will keep you toned up and
feeling nne. Uet it at anyi drug store, and
if it does not eive vnu almost, immerlint
relief, your money will be refunded. He
sure you net the GOLD MEDAL brand.
None other cenuine. In boxeu. three
of
l.
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Get' New JCidneys

.

Don't trifle with a
it's dangerous.
You can't afford to risk
Influenzav
Keep always

Former Colorado Captain Killed.
St., Louis, Feb. 10. The ifldy of
f'apt. Charles K. Seely, Instructor of
physics at Western Military Academy, sizes. Adv.
Alton, 111., was fmid near the Wa
bush railroad tracks at Mitchell, III.,
Young America's QuVstion.
twelve miles north of St. Loulsi Cor
caps the climax."
"That
oner Joseph Krill said death Had been
"Doesn't
the climax over o bare
caused by the skull wound which hud headed, pa?"
been inflicted liv a sharn Instrument.
The body was placed on tint tracks to
At birth the pulse of a noriniiL In
them, authorities' 1elieve.
mislead
Cupt. Seely was 30 years old and for- dividual beats 2't0 times a minute ; nt
merly resided in La Junta, Colo., the age of thirty, 70 times.
where he had been connected with the
state militia.

box

CASCARA

at hand a

FX QUININE

Standard cold remedy for 20 years ia tablet
form afe, sure, no opiates break up a cold
la 24 hour relieves grip in 3 days. Money
back if it faU. The genuine box hmm a Red top
with Mr. Hill's picture. At AU Drug Store.

'

Destroyed Third of Rail Trac.ks.
Paris. The Belgian commission investigating the damage done by the
Germans to railroads In ocnipied territory, While It has not 'yet finished, Irs
work, Is in a position lo give interi'st-In- g
llgures relative to the destruction
caused by tlie Germans, . The figures
show that nearly 000 miles of railroad
tracks were destroyed complete! v and
nearly 200. miles virtually destroyed
and rendered useless out of a total
mileage of approximately 2,000 In
These destructions mostly were
In the. Moiis coal valley, lu the region
vt Tournal and around' Ghent, fsruges,
Ostend nnd Courtrai, and 75 'per cent
of the destruction .was carried out dur
ing the period from the start of the
Belgian offensive, Sept. 28,, 1018, aid
the signing of the armistice.
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Demobilization to Date.'
Washington. Army discharges In
In the United States
demobilization
had reached a total of t,174,545 officers and men, mid the total assigned
for demobilization was 1,501,000. Of
(

rehabilitate herself.
The question of dlsarmiunent

L'

....

CHANGE

those discharged

BERNSTORFF WILL NOT
ATTEND PEACE SESSION.
.

CAN

'

I

'

1ST

Ipso facto be deemed to have committed an act of war ag&lngt all the other

members of the league, which hereby
undertakes immediately to subject It
to the severance of all trade Or financial relations, the prohibition of an
intercourse between their nationals and
the nationals of the covenant-breakin- g
state, and the prevention of all financial, commercial or .personal Intercourse - between the nationals of the
covenant-hrenVin- g
state and the nationals of any other state, whether a
member of the league or not.
It shall be the duty of the executive
council in Biioh case to recommend
what effective military or naval force
the members of the league shall
erally contribute to. the armed forces
to be used Jlo protect the covenants of
the league.
ARTICLE XVII.
In the event of disputes between one
state member of the league and another state which is not a member of
the league the high contracting parties
agree1 that lh-- j slum or Btütes iet members of the league shall be Invited to
accept the obligations of membership
In the league for the purposes of such
dispute, upon such conditions aa the
executive council may deem just, and
upon acceptance of any such invitatlun
the above provisions shall be applied
with such modifications as may be
deemed neccHnary by the league.
In the event of a power so Invited refusing to accept the obligations of mem
berslilp in the. league fur the purposes of
the league which In the case of a state
member of the league would constitute a
breach of Article XII, the provisions of
Article XVI shall be applicable urn against
(
the state lakin4 such action.
ARTICLE XVIII.
The liluli contracting parties agree thai
the league shall be entrusted with genera)
supervision of the trade In arum and ammunition with the countries In which the
control of this traffic Is necessary in tlie
common interest.
ARTICLE XIX.
To those colonies and territories which
as a consequence of the late .war have
ceased to be under, the sovereignty of the
states which formerly governed them and
which are Inhabited by peoples not yet
able to stand by themselves under the
strenuous condition's of the moilern world,
there should be applied the principle that
the wellheing and development of such
peoples form a sacred trust of civilization
and that securities for toe performance
of this trust should be embodied la the
constitution of the league.
The best method of giving practical effect to this principle is that the tutelage
of such people
should' be entrusted to
advanced nations who py reason' of their
their experience or ' their
Resources,
geographical position, can best undertake
this responsibility, and that this tutelage
should be exercised by them as mandatory on behalf of the league.
Certain communities formerly belonging
to the Turkish' empire have reached a
stage of development which their exist
ence as independent nations 'Can be pro
vlslonally recognlied subject to the ren.
daring of administrative ariete and u.
slstance by mandatory power until such
time aa they Are able to stand alone. The
wishes of these communities must be a
principal consideration intht selection of
the mandatory power.
There are territories, such as southwest
Africa and certain of the south Pacific
Isles, which, owing to the sparseness of
their population, or their small size, or
tneir remoteness from the renters of
civilization, or their geographical rontlnu
Ity to the mandatory state, and other circumstances, can be best administered under the laws of the mandatory state as
Integral portions thereof, subject to the
safeguards above mentioned. In the Interests of the indigenous population.
In every case of mandate, the manda
tory state shall render to the league- an
annual report In reference to the territory
committed to Its charge.
ARTICLE X.X,
,
The higli contracting parties will
endeavor to secure and maintain fair
and humane conditions of labor for
men. women and children, both In their
own countries and In all countries to
which their commercial and industrial
relations extend, and to that end agree
to establish as part of the organization of the league a permanent bureau
,
of labor.
'
ARTICLE XXI
. The high contracting parties ugrer
that provision shall be made througk
tlie Instrumentality of the league to
secure and maintain freedom of transit
and equitable treatment jfor the commerce of all states members of the
league, having In mind, among other
things, special arrangements with regard to the necessities of the regions
devastated .during the war of
ARTICLE XXII.
The high contracting parties agree
to. place under the control of the league
of International bureaus genera treaties if the parties tcsuch treaties consent. Furthermore, they agree that ail
such International bureaus to be constituted in future shall be placed under
control of the league.,
ARTICLE XXIII.
The high contracting parties agree that
every treaty or International engagement
entered into hereafter by any state member of the league shall be forthwith registered with tlie secretary general, and at
soon as possible published by him, and
that no such treaty or International engagement shall be binding until so registered.
A
ARTICLE XXIV..
It Bhall .be the right of the body of
delegates frpm time to time to advise the
reconsideration by states menibers of the
league of treaties which have become in
applicable, and of International conditions
of which tlie continuance may endanger
the peace of the world.
ARTICLE XXV.
The high contracting parties severally
agree that the present covenant is ac
cepted as abrogating all obligations Inter
se whlcH are inconsistent with the termt
thereof,, and solemnly engage that they
will not hereafler enter into any engagements inconsistent with the terms thereof.
In case any of the powers signatory hereto or subsequently admitted to tlie league
shall, before coming a party to this covenant, have undertaken any obligations
which are inconsistent with the terms of
this covenant. It shall be the duty of such
power to take immediate steps to procure
its release from such obligations.
ARTICLE XXVI.
Amendments to this covenant will take
effect when ratified by the states whose,
representatives ' compose the executive
of the etate
council and by
whose representatives compose the body
.
of delegates.

-

,

parties brvak or disregard Its covenants under Article XII it shall thereby

71,235

were officers.

Hun Reds Run Out of City.
Dnlsbufir. Bhenisli Prussia. In. 'view

of the disturbances here Belgian'troops
arrived in the city, reaching the town
hall simultaneously with three. Sparta- ens. leaders from Ilamborn who desired
to- compel the' burgomaster to surrender fifty rifles that had been seized,
The Spartacans tried, to escaie In a
motor car and hurled hand grenades
at the Belgians. Three of the Spartacans were severely wounded, and all
wer run out ot the city by the
,' , ; ((, v ., ' ,,

Those palnfal attacks of indigesbelching, disgusting
tion, heart-burn,

lumpy
pepsia

snd ' stomach miaenea
all
point to jnst one awful American

disease commonly known aa ACID
'
STOMACH.

Fortunately there has been discovered a wonderful modern remedy-ca- lled
EATQNlO that brings Instant
relief from all these stomach miseries
because it absorbs the hurtful excess
acid in the stomach and drives out the
bloat and gas. Yon von 't know yon
have a stomach, so free of pain you'll
feel. Besides, it saves yon from more
serious ailments because it is a scientific fact that
frequently creates conditions which baffle
the best medical skill. Many cases of
chronic stomach trouble, biliousness,
severe headache, general weakness,
rheumatism, gout, lumbago, intestinal
deer, cancer of the stomach, heart
H

Bel-Uon-

,

feeling

that puity bloated,1
'after eating, dys- -.

Li

j

C

fO--

t

pains and even heart failure can b
traced directly to
Avoid these dangers don't let acid
stomach wreck your health. Don'
drag outyour days feeling all in, down
and out, weak and ailing. Keep the
vital spark flashing. Eat the things
yon like and digest your food in com- - -fort. Then you'll feel finebe
alert have pep and punch
he
power and will to ao things.
Take EATONIO and give your
stomach (he help, to put it in a fine, '
healthy condition eo that it will digest
your food perfectly and make every
'.
mouthful you eat register 100 la enriching your blood and building up
your bodily strength.
Get Ik big box of EATONIO TABLETS from your druggist today. They
taste good just like a bit of candy.
Che cost is trifling.
It la absolutely
guaranteed. If it falls to relieve yor r
stomach misery, your druggist will
refund your money.
h.
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THE

IGDil AT CÜLD'S

TORIO
AMERIE

TOIIGÜE IF SICÍÍ,

CROSS, FEVERISH
HURRY, MOTHER I REMOVE POL
SONS FROM LITTLE STOMACH,
LIVER, BOWEL8.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

GIRLS! LOTS OF

'

GIVE CALIFORNIA SYRUP OF FIGS
AT ONCE IF BILIOUS OR
"
.
CONSTIPATED,

Colorado's "Johnny Appleseed". Kin of

bottle of "Danderine"
makes hair thick, glossy
and wavy.

King

Oil

Removes all dandruff, stops itchCITY, COLO. Cnpt. B. F. Rockafellow, "the Johnny Appleseed" of
ing scalp and falling
CANON
vallpy, has n splendid oottonwond tree, the largest specimen
) hair.
of Its kind standing In Canon City, which he luis seen grow from a tiny sprout
planted In bis garden In 1872 to its
present proportions, of more than 15
Not long ago
feet In circumference.
government agents took photos and
measurements of this tree for the
X V
records óf the agricultural departj
4
ment, for It is rare that the exact
age tjind conditions of growth of a
tree are so accurately known as In
this case.
Althbugh Captain Rockafellow
has lived to see many shade trees
'
planted by himself grow Into mag '
nlfleent specimens, he is better known ns the father of the apple Industry"
In the Canon City district.
Since planting the first apple orchard In Canon City In 1870, he has put
out thousands of apple and other trufé trees In this section, and now. In spite
of his four score and four years, he still gives his personal attention to his
apple orchard, which bears some 25,000 or 30,000 boxes annually.
Jtt Is an Interesting fact that many trees In this orchard, altbodgh forty
to fifty years old, are still as healthy and vigorous as at five years of age, and
are apparently good for another ,lialf century.
í'
Unlike "Johnny Appleseed," that fatuous but eccentric character of the
t
old Western Reserve of Ohio, who scattered promiscuously along the highways and wa,ter courses, Captain Rockafellow has planted scientifically with
order and' system, selecting and developing those varieties best suited to the
"
Colorndo climate.
v
v
In
the beautiful Genesee Valley In New York, á region famous for
Reared
its fine apples, he acquired a knowledge of horticulture that has been most
useful to hlln In later years.
Although spelling his name slightly different from that ot the oil king,
their relationship Is fairly close. A few years ago Captain Rockafellow was
elected president of the Rockefeller association of the pnlted States.
f
Í
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at the

tongue, mother I If
coated, it is a sure slgrt that your lit
tie one's stomach, liver and bowels
Look

mvf'

,

needs a gentle, thorough cleansing at
.
once. .
When peevish, cross, listless, pale,
doesn't sleep, 'doesn'i eat or act naturally, or Is feverish, stomach sour,
breath bad; hits stomach-ache- ,
sore
throat, diarrhoea, full of x:old, give a
tea spoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," and In a few hoars all the foul,
constipated waste, undigested food
and sour bile gently moves wit of the
lfttle bowels without griping, and you
have a well, playful child again.
, You needn't conx sick children to
take this harmless "fruit laxative;"
they love Its delicious-taste- ,
and It
always makes thera feel splendid.
Ask your druggist for. a bottle of Policeman Is Nursemaid to Mayor's Pel; Spaniel
"California Syrup of Figs," which has
chlfdren of all
i directions for babies,
A member of the fourth estate, trekking northward In the
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly on the CHICAGO. encountered at Belitiont avenue and Broadway a minion of the
bottle, Beware of counterfeits sold city law, arrayed In the customary habiliments of his calling blue uniform,
v
here. To be sure you get the genuine,
star, revolver, night stick, etc. Police
.'.
ask to see that It is made by the "Calimen, or course, are nor unusual at
fornia Fig Syrup Company." Refuse
night, but this one was possessed of
DRUGS
any other kind with, contempt. Adv.
an adjunct not generally included in
their equipment Ills right hand was
v
A Slip Somewhere.'
attached to a leather leash at' the
Lstst winter, while walking down the
pother end of which was a dog.
fclreet, a man fell, and picking himself
"Ha," soliloquized the fourth estip lie carefully covered the slippery
ta ter, "a mystery. Ther? has been
tfpot with the snow, as he saw an old
skullduggery afoot fip here maybe a
nemy coming tliut way. "When ho got
hnnlr Wihhorr ntnTha n mnrrlaf flnfl
.lioino his wife met lilra at the door with
tins conscientious copper is earuuiK
it potato masher lu her hand, and
his nnv bv iisine 'a - bloodhound."
,
With which he engaged the policeman in conversation and learned thifl
that spot." I dWn't his nanle was Jens Hansen of the Town Hall station. He also learned that
'i saw you cover
, know what It was, but fell and' broke
as a dog expert he was a ero. The canine which was leading Mr. Hansen
nil the eggs I. had jast bought nf the abflut was 'a cocker spaniel. And while It was true that Mr. Hansen was on
grocery omnibus."
,
duty he vpis positively not on the trail of murderer, robber or other evilt
Ho tried to explain, but th? weapon, doer. He was acting in the capacity of nursemaid to the dog.
descended upon his head, and now he
Mayor Wlllinm Hale Thompson Is the owner of the dog, and Mr. Hansen,
puts his hat on with a shoehoru.'
Jetalled from Town Hall to guaN the mayor's home In the Chase apartments,
3200 Sherldnn road, performs as part of his 'duties thore of wet nurse to
'
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas "Cocker." .
i
County sb.
'
you
do
reporter,
"how
"Well,"
queried
like tue job?"
the
Cheney
makes oath that he la
Frank J.
aenlor partner of the firm ot . J. Cheney
Mr. Hansen. "Cocker's not a bad sort. A bit temright,
"Oh,
said
all
ToCo., (loins' business In the City of
ledo, County and State aforesaid, and that peramental at times, but we get along. I'm taking him out for his nightly
said Arm will pay the sum of ONE HUN- constitutional now."
,
DRED DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh
Cocker now manifested a desire to continue his evening stroll and the
that cannot be cured by the uae ot
HALL'S - CATARRH MEDICINE.
two departed. The fourth cstate'r resumed his trek, cogitating the happy lot
FRANK J. CHENEY.
policeman at $115 a month for a
Sworn to before me and subscribed In of at least one Chicago dog a
my presence, this 6th day of December,
guardian.
1888.
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To be possessed of a hend of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from, dandruff Is merely
a matter of using a little Dnnderlne.
It Is easy and Inexpensive to have
hice, soft hair and lots of it. Just get a
small bottle of Knowlton's Danderlne
now It costs but a few cents all drug
stores recommend It apply a little as
directed and within ten minutes there
will bf an appearance of abundance,
freshness, flutUness and an Incomparable gloss and lustre, and try as you
will you cannot find a trace of dandruff
or falling hair ; but your real surprise
will be after auout two weeks' use,
when you will sée new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair sprouting ouf all over your scalp
Danderlne Is, we believe, the only
sure hair grower, destroyer of dandruff and cure for itchy scalp, and it
never falls to stop falling hair at pnce.
If you want to prove how pretty and
soft your hair really Is, moisten a cloth
with a little Danderlne and carefully
draw It through your hair taking one
small strand at a time. Your hair will
be soft, glossy .and bettufiful In Just
a few moments a delightful surprise
awaits everyone who tries this. , Adv.

Mw Ailment.
The Smart Fellow Calm yourself,
my friend. Whnt's the matter with
you, anyhowT
The Disgruntled One I've been trying to start a conversation with that
old fogy slttln' over there by the groNot Catch
The Police
cery.'1 Every time I'd try to tell him
"Hey?" .By
something
he'd holler.
OREST, ILL. About midnight Mrs. Cyrus II. Adams, Jr., fancied
LAKE heard burglars and called out the department, which responded .in golly, it made me hot !
The .Smart Fellow Sort of a hey
the person of Chief of Police Jnmes Gordon, ably assisted ' by Policeman
fever,
eh?
Mr. Adams, by the
SVllllairf Hensell.
.
vay, Is a chicken fnncler, and on the
light in question had 17 Rhode Island
If Yoa Keed a
iV
Reds of aristocratic lineage domiciled Tn'pM
chicken coop- - They J
n the back-yarYou Should Hava ttia Best
rere resting peacefully, so far as --I
I
Wf,"'
fnown. when suddenly their squnwks
ang out and. completely rent the night
Have you ever etopped to reason way
i
tlr. It, was then that Mrs. Adams
it is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
lounded the alarm.
The
of sight and are soon forgotten?
Now when Chief Gordon received
reason la plain the article did not fulfill
:hesummons he immediately notified
the promises of the manufacturer. This
Policeman Hensel for the reason that
applies more particularly to a medHne.
Mr. Hensel Is peculiarly embittered ngalnst all members of the chicken-cooA medicinal preparation that has real
thief fraternity: Mr. Hensel, himself a chicken fancier, wag recently guarding curative value almost sel:s itself, as like
some
when
the residence and chicken coop of Mrs. Cnpt. William A.,Moffett
an endless chain system the remedy ii
marauder Invaded his own coop, and cleaned Jt. Mr. Hensel has vowed ven- recommended by those whp have been
benefited, to those who are m need of it,
geance, f . '
.
A prominent druggist says "Take for
Well, the two officers sikmÍ to Mr. ' Adams, homé In an automobile and
a
example
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roorushed out to the coop with revolvers drawn and electric flashlight gleaming. preparation I have sold for many years
They entered the coop.- The squawks by now had ceased. The reason was fend never hesitate to recommend, for in
apparent. Each of the 17 Rhode Island Reds was dead. Thoy had squawked almost every case it shows excellent re' sults, aa many, of "my customers testify.
their last squawk.
Investigating ftie surrounding terrain and coop Interior, for finger prints No other kidney remedy has so large l
or footmarks they discovered evidence that the, assassin, belonged to the
According
to sworn statements ano
and not the homlnldae class of mammal. That Is to say, the murder verified testimony of thousands who hove
was committed by a weasel. The police are searching for him.
nsed the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
so many people claim, that it fulfills alof
One of
most every wish in overcoming kidney,
.
' '
liver and bladder ailments; corrects uri' '
'
r '
a'lLENTOWN, PA. When the wife of Private Miles C. Booth of, the One nary troubles and neutralizes the uric
acid which causes rheumatism.
A Hundred and Eighth machine gun battalion heard last summer that he You may receive a sample bottle of
mourned
Marne,
for
she
Swamp-Roo- t
on
the
lighting
by Parcels Post. Address
had been killed in action during ihe
Dr. Kilmer A Co., Binnhamton, N. Y.,
Mm for a time anu then married wh-laand enclose ten cents; also mention this
George Smith.
Large and medium size bottles
Private Booth hus now turned up paper.
for sale at all drug stores. Adv.
U
almost
here
and
alive
at bJ3 home
well. (It appears that the shell which
conscience in or"J killed'f our of his comrtdt " on July 22 der toman nuiftthehave
wrongs
of his nelgh-Iwidetect
him.v
only wounded
...
by
The situation ls complicated
a
that Smith, the second husthe
Cutieura for 8ore Hands.
band, was also a soldier In France.
He entered the service arter his mar- Soak hands on retiring In the hot suds
riage to Mrs.' Smith and reached the of Cutlcura Soap, dry and rub in CuRemove surplus
front shortlv before the armistice was tieura Ointment.
paper. This is
signed. Both Booth and his wife view the mixup with a philosophical air ol Ointment with tissue
will do
"mistakes will happen." Booth says he Is going, back to the hospital In New only pne of the things Cutieura
ara
Talcum
Soap,
used
Ointment
and
if
wounds.
treating
his
York, where army surgeons, are still
YWhy should 1 make trouble for her?" he says. "She is a mighty fine for all toilet purposes. Adv.
girl, and. with me 'dead' as reported, I don't wonder that some other man was
About (5,000,000 ;cres of hind is
Attracted to her." '
N
given, over td tobacco cultivation lu
Thé wife, who Is now living with Booth's two children as "Mrs. Smith,'
'
.
llie world. ' í
'
,'.
i
is just as philosophical.
at Fulh'-rton- .
him,"
said
she
mourning
weftt
for
killed
and
in
been
Miles
had
f
:
"I heard
"Nobody said anythln when I later began to keep company with my second, ; The word "l'egatta" originally applied to the contests of the gondoliers
husbaud. who Is also a good man."
.
.
f
'
at Venice.
..

.

n

A. D.
(Seal)

Notary Public.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is tak
n Internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
Druggists, 75c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio,
A. W. Oleason,

i

.

A New One.
Up at the (oocl Saiilaritnn hospital
(hey are having a good laugh at the expense of a certain physielau who had
.sent a patient, hjimo ns convalescent.
He instructed the man's wife to"cull
Mm n;ext morning at the hospital and

report.

.,

she culled up and said :
"lie has been feeling very bad. I do
everything I can to please him, but
nothing seems to satisfy him.".
"Hut you wouldn't say his condition
was critical, would you? demanded the
doctor. To which the woman replied:
"It's worse than critlcul, it's abusIn due t)me

ive.''

IM

Angeles Times.

Naturally:
"Is that deaf and ,diiinb couple on
bad terms?"
"
"Well, they don't peak."
'

Stop Losing Calves
of YOUR HERD and

n
l

Keep It

St

By the uae of "
DPI. DAVID fcOBERTS

.

BolbDccf and Mills
THE

one breed that

in both beet
and milk Is the Short
steer)
Shorthorn
horn.
repeatedly
broke the'
records at the markets In

MS, making the

high-

est record on the open

market of 120.60 perowt

cows
Shorthorn
hare milk records of
l,
ihtrarmtr'.-timi(
per
year,
it
over 17,000 )bs.
having exlrm taut, quality and
' kmjxiumi
And

a-

,

-

"Stop Your Coughing
nd

This Murderer Asleep

,

i

'

v

,

Wclna

'.jlnwf

d

-i

mm
p

'

'

i

t,

-

the Unusual Tragedies

the Great War
,

,
Small Expense " '
Fault Aonlicd. Sum RaantMl
Usen successfully tor Jf years.
Consult Da. DAVID ROBERTS
.bout all animal ailments.
free. Send for FRES
eepT o' 'The Cattle Specialist" 'With full In
on Abonloa la Com. DR. DAVID ROBERTS
VETERINARY
CO. lHOCr.sa At Wtakeit. Wise.

k

Will'

to let that cough persist Stop the
No
irritation, and remove tickling ad hoarseness by (oothlng the Inflamed throat with

ni

a

t

'.

fat

VMM

'.'

'

C

,

,

worn-ou-

a heavy

1

I
I

Belief is growing at Demlng that
the shops and round house of the
Southern Pacific will be soon under
'
construction.
R. K. Brown, former county treasurer, was, the unanimous choice of the
City Council last week for the newly
Clovls.

-,

pletely and I didn't have strength
enough to get up from a sitting position. Th trouble was all caused by
disordered kidneys.
It sometime
seemed aa It my back were broken. I
tried Doan's Kidney Pills, as I had
read such good accounts about them
.
and they cured me.,L-- ,
Gat
at Aar Stan, 60 a B

n

by Mrs. Reymond.
The local draft boards are busy
winding up their work, according to
Cnptaln R. C. Reid, In charge of the
selective draft in New Mexico. The
boards in the following counties have
completed their work and are ready
to forward their records to Washington: Colfax, Curry, De Bata, Eddy,
Lea,Llneoln, Mora,. Otero, Rio Arriba,
All
San Juan, Santa Fé and Union
cases of delinquents are referred to
Captain Reld for his attention and decision.
In an effort to induce thrift among
the younger school children and promote Industry among the older boys
and girls of New Mexico, the State
Department of Education Is sendlrfg
out to the county and city school superintendents posters furnished by the
Department of Labor to be used In a
campaign to enroll all' boys of the
state between 16 and 21 years of age
In the bays' working reserve, the, slogan of which is "Fight World Famine," and both posters and bulletins to
the girls and bos below 10 urging
them to become, thrift club members
und cultivate a small garden.
The most Importnnt among the new
bills introduced, in the House was a
Judge Barnes" of Albumeasure b
querque containing numerous amendments to the law of 1917 providing for
the collection of delinquent taxes. The
designed to put teeth
amendments-ar- e
Into the collection of delinquent taxes
strong enough to hold on to money-othe dodging taxpayer. The forty-fivday period heretofore existing after
which Judgment could not be applied
for by the county Is repealed and the
county may seek Judgment at any
time. The mailing of a written notice
Is sufficient notice of suit.
.
Fort-fivthousand dollars worth
of bijnds have been ordered issued b.
the Municipal Vouncll to erect a waterworks plant, at Roy., '
The new cotton ginning company at
operate a
'Otis will not merely
girt but will also he In ths market for
the entire cotton erop of that section.
A bond issue or small tax over a
long term of yenrC or If constitutional a reappropriatiou of the Imlahce ot
the public defense moneys, are three
suggestions for defraying the expense
'
of needed new buildings for public
ii sttlutloiis made by Obveriior
in a special message to the Legislature accompanying the biennial
und
budget which the government
budget board submit to the unions. A
tax on gasoline, to raise $400,-00annually;' an Increased tax on
and
automobiles, , yielding $100,000
over annually ; a franchise or license
tax on
rax on corporations,
movies, an inheritance tax 411 d tac on
Incomes over $1,000 and eúllectlou of
In delinquent taxes are
$'',500,000
measures suggested by the governor
to raise revenue for the eighth and
ninth fiscal year.
'' Open gambling
In the stiitc, was
dealt a hard blow lu Hie House of
Representatives when the lower
House passed by a vote ot 81 to 12 the
e

e

Lar-razo-

0

'

'2-ce-

act prohibiting card gayies of any sort. The
mensure was the occasion of the hottest fight (hat the 'Fourth Assembly
Blanehnrd-Carter-nowar-

'

d

Thev

A Colorado Cass

The New Mexlcn newspepor men,
although not a great many were present, held the most successful.conven-Hoever attempted by the fraternity

n

Kidneu Pillt.

Mrs. Mary Decker, S3S E. Second St,
Salida, Colo., saya: "I was so crippled
up on account of pains in my back
that for two weeks I Was unable to
walk. My back was played out com-

In

Barth-Chrlsma- n

burden. Back-

have brought relief and comfort to
thousands of-- weak, suffering women,

.

of the state.
Word was received from the manufacturers by the local manager of the
water and light plant that the last of
the new equipment has been shipped
for Columbus.
The Senate passed Dr. M. P.
Skeen's bill declaring abortion a felony and prescribing .fines ranging
from $500 to $',000, or a penitentiary
sentence ranging from one to five
years. The bill also provides that lu
case the patient dies after such an operation, the physician shall be guilty
of second Jegree murder.
Proceedlygs in the
senatorial contest were formally started In the Senate when the committee
on privilege and elections brought in
a majority report asserting that Clirls-mahad been elected by sixty-nin- e
votes ami urging that Barth be unseated at the, senator from the Sandoval, San Juan, Bernalillo district.
The community hall, being erected
at Las Cruces by Mrs. Kate Reymond,
Is nenrlng completion and when finished will be one of the most handsome buildings In Las Cruces. A library room and reception room will
be among the rooms on the first floor.
Later tennis courts will bejmllt near
the buildings and the grounds parked
and Improved. These grounds adjoin
the swimming pool erected In the fall

i1

A

L

.

created position of city manager

fi

m

I I

with weak

ache, sick headaches,
nervousness, d i 1 1
"blue" apelb
weak, tired
and
condition, make the
limpíese uhu aiui- cult and the ever- present daily duties
weakened
tn
$'Te
kidneys no time to

New Mexico
Western Newspaper tTnloa News Servlc.

women

tbe
t

kidneys, housework is

Gathered From All Over

small

.
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BIT IFUL III
A

Every' Little Task a Burden?

Pithy News Items

IWi

DOAN'S

CO.. BUFFALO. N.Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

Couldn't Do Without That
Attached to the office of the attending surgeon, headquarters, S. O. S., is
a French doctor .who treats the French
civilian employees. One of his patients
has been suffering from a severe abscess on her leg, and the other day he
had one of the army aufhulnnces take
'
her to the hospital.
The neft day he called again, gave
the same name and address, and said
he wanted the patient taken to the
hospital.

"But," be was told, "we took that
woman to the hospital last evening."
"I know," lie said, "but she forgot
to take her bread ticket and had to
.
walk back home und get It."
.

The war has made table linen very
valuable. The use of Red Cross Bag
Blue will add to Its wearing qualities
Use It and see. All grocers, 5c.
'
An Advance Copy.
While Morton T. Hidden was n member of the staff of n recent Hoosler
governor, lie made friends with one of
the porters of a train that runs Into
Indianapolis.
The other day he was
on the train nnd was ' recognized by
the porter.
'Hain't you In Europe?"-hasked. "I done would think they
would a took you on that peace party."
1
Mr. Hidden smiled. "Not me," he re
turned. "I'm a Republican.'
The porter sighed and then looked
"You
disappointedly at Mr. Hidden.
would Imve iade such a handsome edi-- .
tlon," he deplored. Indianapolis Star.

Important to Moth

ri

Examine carefully every bottle ot
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy

for Infants and children, and see that it
th
M rwr
'
Blgnatnre
In Usa for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

r" Bears

of52Zí

Too Old to Eat.
you know1 that an oyster Isn't
fit to eat until It is four years old?"
remarked tlie talkative waiter as he
placed a dozen on the half shell be- -'
fore the grouch.
,
"You can take these back," growled'
the grouch, as he sniffed at the bivalves before him. "You have evidently forgotten that nn oyster Isn't fit to
eat after it Is 400 years old."

'Io

'

VYeelkly"

Health, Tijlks

GOING BACK TQ ÑATÜRE a

by

tiiw: LüCAs.

"

People get sick because they go
away from Nature; and the only way-tget well is to go back,. ' Something '
grows out of the 'ground' ta théf'fortit'1
of vegetation td' jureklnios.t'. every 111,
Some of .these:, vegetable, growths .are
understood by man, and, soiup .are not.
Animals, it 'would seem, know-- what to
do when they are .sick better than
men and women. '' Observers- návé
noted that tf sick horsed dog ;orv cat'
will Btop eating ' fóbd áná "seek' out
some vegetable growth In the field .or
yard, "which, when, found nd ,eateiv
-

-

often restores appetite and health.,
Haven't you , seen these, animals do.
this Very thing yourself
.'

t

Dr. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Yi long since
found the herbs and roots provided by
Nature to overcome constipation, and ha
had these .vegetables collected and mad
up of Mayapple, leaves of Aloe, root of
pills,
Jalup, into little, white
that he called Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
You must .understand that when your in
testines are stopped up, poisons and decayed matter are imprisoned in your system, and thetie arc carried by the blood
throughout Jour ybody. Thus does your
head ache, you get dizzy, you can't sleep,
your skin mav, break out, your appetite deA
clines, you get tired and despondent.
ick all
1 huitter of fact, you may get
aver.
Don't you ee how useless all this
suffering is? All t'jat is often needed ia
Pleasant Pellets,
1 few of Dr. Pierce'
aiiich he has placed in all drug stores for
four convenience and health. Try them
bv all means. Thev are probably the very
fthing you need right now.
sugar-coate- d

'
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DEVELOPING
Kodaks and

"
bus yet witnessed.
PRINTING
Bend for Catalogue and
It Is announced that nn experienced
Davtar
Tvtt M.t.riali C..
Price List TU
creamery man from pueblo,' A. - J. finishing
2 Ittk Stmt, Dsarsr, Cslsnis
Eastssa Ksfck C
Nichols, after ft survey of' the situa1C. CAlfnSfl.
tion at Las Vegas, Ras practically deLawyer, WmiliiiMtoli,
cided that Lns Vegas is a desirable
lauitsssonabla, Ills hnatratareuoa. ttmsritcs
place In which to open a creamery.

PATENTS &3
1

1

(

t

'l

THR

A

UliCST J7. I8't.

FOR SALE- -1 Duroc Jersey ' FOR SALE ICQ acre
Church Directory
Prcfod Sow and 2 Shoats weight
Jand, two miles nofth of
T--2
each.
about 80
UjlON SUNDAY SCHOOL
Solano.
Roy
N. JJi
A k Straw n,
E. J. Harvey . -Meets each Sunday at Í10, A. M

Public Sale

The Spanish -- American
KSOHfTKLtKU

SPANISH-AMKWCA-

unim-proye- ti

nasTos't its' meaning the soul ofTThas
fled there Is no jiome, It Is Just a
'
place, and no place Is quite so lonely.
.,
' unless It be within the hearts of those". I wl1' seV at PubliC sale ,at' the
brave sous In far oft France who !ougj WT), G. Johnson homestead,
11
for Just a word of home. There can miles N-oí Roy, 15 miles S-not be a man, there cannot be a woN-of Solano
man, no, not even a child, who v. ill of Mills, 12 miles
the fail to contribute Just a little to make New Mexico o- nthe hearts of these pihriota lighter..
Not one. ' Kol lu our Umu.
1

JRVIN OGDEN, SR.

"

tÜlTOR AND PUBLISHER

V

International, Le Gear's,&

E

.

, SuWription
:

$1.50 Per

Entered as second-claspoitoflice in Roy,-Ne-

Mexico.

Seneca STOCK FOOD, 10
30
Percent' Off for thelnext
'
'
days.
.
FAIR VIEW PHARMACY.

E

Year

matter at

s

'.

,

,

'JILL YOU KELP

'

'

'

Tues. Kb. 25 ',19

"

'

,

if-

Sale to comifience at Vi o'clock
Ur bLUA. M. charp, th.C follo-JNOTICE OFrEMJKM
prop- -'
tftt.
In the District Court, Fourth Judi- ertv to
Y

.

I

'

-

0 BOYS ABROAD?

j

District, Stale ot jsew w.mvq,
County of Mora. Dawson hallway
.
Joseph W.
Company, Petitioner,
CarteirK. A. rock, nu Lnknown gr)ar) Gf Blackems

i

v:--

Every, MarL Woman and Chili
Can Join to Send fJew3 of
;
This Town Into the Front Line
;;
Trenches.
--

;

WHOLE

NATION

'TO

AXr-nTc- d

old,-wt-

'

Mexico.
'
Eyei Tested and Glasses
Correc'tly Fitted,
,
.Ncav

CARUS PLUMLELY

i

v-

SOLITUDE

Cur Héroes Are Calling From
Over, ThereGive What You
Cart to Help Those From
nome.

2 Stock Hogs
wt. 100 lbs. each.

eto-wi-

'-

Drag Harrow,

50-too- th

McCotmick Mower,, McCormick
Rake, Surface Culivator.

Harness and
Saddles.

j

,

Set of Extra Good Leather Harness (Pouble), Set of Doudle
Harness, rSet of Single íuggy
Harness, 2 Good Saddles.

Feed and Other
tons of Cane,
About 100 Shocks of Cane, ' Also
Some Shocks of Corn, Grinding
Machine,
Washing
Stone,
Wringer, Cook Stove, Monkey
Shovels,
1'itchfork's, Hoes,
Barrels, j Two Good Water Tanks,
II. H. Goods and many other 'articles too numerous to mention.

Stac1cof3or

Under new Management

.

Terms

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
t

J

!

I

Auctioneer.
Clerfe

i
I

Fr

F0ÍD

tele-(ilio-

.

directory.

i

.

-

The ulan is endorsed by the pubí
oT this newspapervithout any
Ford, 1917 mocej
thought (rt profit; either directly or .In- FOR SALE
n
directly, but with' sincere desireto in Al condition. See-S.help keep the home Tires burning andn
Roy N.'M."
PaxtDn,
to send to nr heroes and berolnet
.news of our town, to keep their hearts'
FARM FOR SALE
WarilT for us and to let Ihcin know
they are constantlyin our minds.
The publisher, of course, cannot
My farm of 3201 acres, one
luake a profit on circulation, and addieast of Roy, N. 1M. One of
mile
such
as
be
tional circulation
circulation from
jwni the best improved farms, found
far across the sea can liiivejiojidded anywhere, all fenced and cross
.
value to the advertiser.
These facts are stated so that every fenced. Í30 acres ufider culivat- contributor 'may feel that every cent ion, 30 acres in whert. Good
contributed goes to tlie good oauae.
stock and feed.
The mothers of our boys are facing barn "for lots
cellar and
hpuse,
0
.Good
room
ith 'orden! with a bravery that
respet't and admiral Ion. Here cistern, finevell, windmill,, two
and there where tiny stars an; turned
taMs, granary 'for
from blue to ifold, where aiignlsh 'grips large stock
(be heart, the nailon mmihIx in, kfe lico 1500 bu. My health is not good
und honor.'i tlie women whtKbave given enough tocarry on the work. ;
of their MiNid. the viry tione :.f (heir
t:'m", 0 Jt'.y-'- i r oo iu "T. Í 9 liiruu Ji2ipe ,"C. E. Andersoy, Roy N. M.
Usher

E.

.'

i

'

A

this-Wil- l

1

.

Land-Stíeke-

J.
$5.00
lessons per
at

it

com-Innti-

J. B. LUSK
Attorney t Law'
Prompt and Careful

p.m.

i

at

3rd-Sunda-y

Edinburgh

'

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Cunn, Superintedent.

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
at the Catholic
4th Sundays
Roy, N. M.
Church.
.
,

All Trades.

enjoyed the ril
the most prolix
slguldmrd on record: "John Main, Stationer.
Bibles, Testaments, Psalms,
Hymns, Prayer Books, Catechisms,
Proverbs, 4toúl;s, new aud old, In various branches of literature. Money or
exchunge for old Books; Papers. Pens,
and Ink; Wax and Wafers; Black,

tlnclipn of

V

Attention

,

Jack ef

Hearn, Pastor.

W.--

First Sunday in each m'ontn.
Services li. A. M., 7.30, P. M.
R&v. W, A. Dawn, Pastor.

NEW MEXICO

,

11.00 a. m. 8PM.

BAPTIST

v

Given all Business Entrusted
'
to me
ROY

;

-

O.

buce

posKlnv

heads Hair and Hair Pencils;

Masses: 8 and 10 a m,
Service at 7 30 p.m.

it

Rev. Fr.

Felix Vach on,

'

Col-

oured Books, Memora irduui Books,
Religious Tracts. Books neatly bouud,
' :
on moderate terms."- -

Priest in charge,

5 C. E,

V
0.

HEARN, President
Mrss li lijan Grixkk, Sec'y.
Meets at the ChristianX'hureh,
Hoy.-N- .
M., every Sundav even- lng at 1 o'clock.
A coVdisl welcome extended to
all visitors.

TIRE SALE

PRICES
MICHECIN

1

SIZE'

Reg. Price

soxs

$15.80

W,.

Methodist Episcopal Church
.ROY and MILLS

CIRCUIT-Regula-

at vRoy Christian
11am and 7:30 p m
and 4th Sunday at Mills

3rd Sunday
Church
i

2nd

11am

j

and 7:30 p m

Pastor

J. M. WILSON,- -

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT'
Sundays-

1st and 3d

8.00 P. M

SALE PRICE

K.

'

,$m e

'11 A. M.

at Liberty,

I. O.O. F.

'

At Reasonabl9 Rates.

TTWIlk
,

'.RQiYf1;" "'.
'

"

'

'

'

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

'

:

Melville Floersheim,

GASOLINE STA

wel- -

.v

come;

'.Wm.

.

N. O.

Johnson, Sec'y.,'

'

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.
(iNtxiRi'oKATKD)

-

'

Cars 'Housed and Cared for

IWa"

,

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
'
Meets at its own . Hall
Every Wednesday

Landing

Aero-Plan- e

:0

M.

hum

$17.05

Free

A.M..

11

Solano, 3, P.
L. PRATT , Pastor,

'LODGE ill RECTORY

$12.92

-

'

4th Sundays

2nd

$17,15

r

r

Services as follows:
1st Sunday 'at Newton School
11
and 7:30 p m.

at Bradley,

$15.20

(

MANSFIELD

.

ripjrietor
New Mex.
s

sf Rebekah Degree
'

'

Roy Ga rage

'
.

HARMONY LODGE No. U
Meets Tstl and 3rd! Friday
Evening each month
,r. o.
Hail
Miss Etta' Hornbaker. N. G.
Mrs.Blanche Grunig, Sec.y. '.,
,

.

'

.

and LIVERY

tion to pay you on your loan
quit k as any other Co. that is doing buisness in Mora County.
Our terms are mad to please
'
yota not ourselves.
iVlLDMAN,
Agency J
Loan
J. E.

a f;

' Visiting Sisters

J. W. Í5ÉCK, Manager.

welcome

Indigestion

'

f

Roy Telephone Co.

.

Gilstrap Bro'sy Prcfp's

Take a few doses of Chamberlain's
Tablets ' as directed for indigestion,
and you will soon forget about your
stomach troubles. Trv it, ;

'

t

Office and Exchange,

t

, Connects

with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.

-

PHONE at Spi ihger.

E

.

Rural-Communi-

.

ty

W, W . GiUtrap, Mgr.

.

;

v

of Mosquero,
It is

will have a sale March 4th.
one of the biggest in that

vicin--"",- "

ity, see his bills.
"

Solano, Mosquero,' Mills, Abbott,' Taylor Springs
'
Lines conand intermediate points.
' Ivoy CityExchange," ''. ?
Efficient
Servicenected.
.

,

,FAS. Edmond,

Dreadful Cough Cured.

--

t$

,

at Mosquero,

presen

A severe cold is often followed by a
rough cough for which Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy has proven especially
Mrs. F. W. Olsen, Marys-- .
valuable.
Vjlle', Mo., writes: "About two years
ago my little boy Jean caught a severe
cold and coughed dreadfully for. days.
I tried a number of cough medicines
but nothing did hjm any good until I
gave him Chamberlain's Cdugh Remedy. Jt relieved his cough right away
ind before he had finished taking one
bottle he was cured. I think it is just
' A'
hne for chipien.

:

placee.

GOODYEAR, GOODRICH,
MOHAWK,MICHELIN,MANSFIELD,
FIRESTONE and IMPERIAL

ger than ever, and am in a

-

month at.
4th Sunday of each month ' at
1100 a. m. and 8.0U p. m.
mornGommunionv serv ice at
ing service.
PLEASANT VÍEW, ,,
First Sunday each Month at-3-,
MILLS

time only we are. going to sell the following makes of Tires
at a 'discount of 15 percent for Cash.

COODRICH

WANTEDGirl or woman to

2d Sur,d?.y of each
11 a. m. 8,00 PM.

rs

.For a limited

GOODYEAR

,-

'

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in vRooms
'
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the?
Main Business District

'piseolJNT

MAKE

of love and help- Tractor Attachment for Ford do light housekeeping
for small
fulness to the home town folks "Over
See
to- -'
Apply
Car.
family
Abbott,
at
There." The money will be lumped
'
É.
M.Roy
N.
Alldredge
M. Co.
into one fun'd, 'out of which nubscrip-- ,
R.
at.F.
Kitchell
G.
tlons wHi be entered as fast as the
money is received.
Contributors who send In the full
,
Prcgres.
RENTER WANTED For 320
price of a year's subscription may, if
Material progress it of value only
they wish, designate to what particular (In mt 'fur an It newlsts towaril the acre, well improved farm, with
person they wish the newspaper Bent, realization of human possibilities. Inshallow well, wind mill, 2
but.tfthe name given is already listed dustry and coinmeiv! nnd the .social good
as receiving the paper, then the pub- conditions, which .it re In u' large de- tanks, big barn and good house.
lisher reserves the right to apply the gree depending upon thein, must be 3 miles from town.'
See
ubsiTiption to some less forluunte sol-- , regarded from the point of view ofthe
Roy,
L.
Deubler,
E.
N, M.
dler boy or noble woman who Is Just as Individual member of society, mid If
lonely for news of home and home they crampMlm Ufe of the Individual,
'
folks.
no amount of econoniie argument w ill
Mrs. P. Reynolds Music
The name of every contributor to suffice
,
Justify them.
per month, two
Class.
this home paper service will be pubI
lished In this newspaper, and the name
week. At
of everyone entered for a subscription
CAR, 191s Model,
Mrs. Crowe's. SEE HER. .
will he published Rt well as the numat-- Inquire
ber of those remaining whose subscript Sale,
Roy Iinsnop.
.
vions have not been covered.
the amount of money received
,
MONEY TO LOAN ()N
nuntinj Trouble.
hall be more tlinn Is necessary to wind
FARMS AND RANCHES
When a man is looking for trouble
the paper to every person' from the
he .doesn't have to go to Hie dictionary
town now in the service, then the
I am still in the buisrfess bigbe turned over to the Ked to find If- - He can get It la the
posi-

7

1,5

J.W. Johnson Jr.
.Free Lunch at Noan.

ROY

C. B. STUBBLEFIELP Cq's

if

1

'

--

months
USAL TERMS:-- 9
time without interest, 12 percent
from date if nat paid when "ne,
10 off for cash over $10.00.
Col. F. O. White
F. L. Schultz

.

Charles Chapman, Proprietor. ' Services

Mrs.

CASH

Supt

CHRISTIAN
1

'

'

4

1

'I

'

Articles.

jlft will be a message

. J

'
Warm Combination.
On a cold winter day Dr. Horatio
C; Wood," Jr., noted specialist and
UiedUal writer, was chatting. with Ida
frieúd, the" late Dr. Horaee liowurd
Furncss the
nl .Shakespearean
chola r. A third" man approached.
Whereupon, with a laugh, Doctor Wood
dfild': "Doctor Funics, let nie present
Mr. Cole. Surely the Mree of us can
'
now forgU 'lile ibid."

Your

-

presence is neaessary.

El Dorado Hotel'

nt

Better atten it.

Churcn.-

G. R. ABERNATI1Y,

e;

-

Christin

at

Oklahoma Ofcla.

,

on hi flVV

,

Every citizen interested Irfthe boyi
of his home town now at the front, nnd
in the brave women who equally are
serving their country abroad, has an
lopportunlty to show his appreciation
of the sacrifice they ore making. The
opportunity comes as a result of the
generosity and thought of Colonel William Boyce Thompson of Nev York, 50 minutes east 35 feet, more dr less"
said
who bas conceived and. put Into execu- to station 21 of the survey for
Reservoir;
Abbott
to
the
addition
tion what la known aa the Home Pa- thence & 48 degrees 10 minutes W 300
per Service.
feet td Station 22: thence N 86 deI Under the plan, every man and wo- grees 50 minutes W 160 feet, more or
man in foreign service will receive the less, to the range line between Range
town newspaper, and so be kept Id 24 east and 25 east; thence north
constant touch with the places and the along said range' line 215 feet, more
or less, to the northwest; corner of
people they knpw and love.
Every branch of the United State southwest quarter of the northwest
section thirty, the
Government ia Interested In the plan, quarter of said
beginning, describing a tract
of
point
Government realizes the Impor
i The
of ground of the area of 1.46 acres,
tance of keeping those a the service more or less.
'
.
'happy and constantly In touch with
And that said land is required for
'their home ties nnd associations. Noth- railroad purposes for an addition to
ing la more depressing in a national what is known as the Abbott Reseremergency than the spirit of loneliness voir, for development of- - water supin those serving their country, and of-- ply for railroad operations as more
iflclals know that nothing can dispel fully appears from the petition on
this feeling more effectually than read-- file in the office of the Clerk of said
Court, and by said petition the pelng the home town newspaper.
prays for the appointment of
titioner
.Publishers of newspapers In all parti
disinterested freeholders as com
three
of the country this newspaper includ- missioners to assess the damages
ed have grasped with pleasure the which thelefendants may severally
plan putllncd by Colonel Thompson, sustain in consequence of the establa lishment, erection and" maintenance of
'and they have agreed to
"everyway.
i
the proposed reservoir over and upon
Under the ruling of the War InduaJ said lánds so to be used for public purtries Boan newspaper publishers are poses in connection With and for the
said
forbidden to send their newspapers use of said railroad, sand that railbe condemned for
of
land
tract
free, even to soldiers. The newspaper
road purposes aforesaid according to
must be subscrlbe'd for In the regular
'
'way, the only exception being soldiers the practice of this Court.
And the petitioner will call up thi?
Who formerly wee In the. employ of
petition for hearing, in Chambers, bethe newspaper and who left that serv- fore the Honorable Judge of said Court
ice to enlist. Colonel Thompson there- D. J. Leáhy, at Las Vegas, New Mexfore proposes that the public In each ico,' on the 26th day of April, A. D.,
community contribute to a fund so that 1919, at ten o'clodk in the forenoon
the home newspaper (In our case thla of said day, or as soon thereafter as
newspaper) may reach every man and counsel may be heard.
'woman now, In the service of ills eoun.
The name and business. address of
ry..
petitioner's attorney are Harry H. McAnyone may contribute to the fund, elroy, Tucumcari, New Mexico. nd any sum may be contributed. It la
Dawson, Railway Company,
not necessary to contribute tlie entire
amount of one subscription.
It doci
By Harry H. McElroy, Attorney.
JESliVJt V lv'lf th,r.C
ItytliePH1
J J?'
poor
dollars)
In oné hundred
boy
or
'
Staude
TOR SALE:-C- hea
or little girl sends In five cents.' Each

i

St.'

'

.bay Ma e
!o yr., Wt. 1UJU IDS,
'Physician
in Charge.
'
Day
old,
Morse?
8
,.'
J' VS. old.
TS.
hereby
The above named petitioner
'
notifies the above named and desig Gentle Saddle Pony 5 yrs. old,
Hid
.
fíettin
nated defendants that it has filed a Sorrel Hor$e 9 years.
petition in the above entitled court
The &4est and quickest Wify
;'V
and' causo, for the condemnation for
rid cf a cold is to take Chamberlain's
railroad purposes of the following de- '
Cough Remedy. This preparation has.
scribed land and real estate lying and
v been in use for many years and its
being in Mora County, New Mexico,
No matter what
value fully proveh.
'
'
t:
remedy you use, however, care must
A parcel of ground being a part of-be taken
lo contract a second cold
the southwest quarter (of the north
before you have recovered from the
VI
west garter of section thirty, town- - f U oi-t- ri
first one, and there is Serious danger
ship twenty-thre- e
north, range twenty
of this. A man of middle age or older
five east, N. M. P. M., described, as. Good Wagon Complete,
Low should go to bed and stay in bed until
t:
'
follows,
i
fully recovered.' It is better to stay
Bar-gBeginning at' the northwest corner Iron Wheeled Wagon' with
in( bed; three days at the start than
Gang three weeks later on.
Good Open Buggy,
o the Vouth west quarter of northwest
quarter of said section thirty; thence Emerson,
Plow, New P-- 0
east along the quarter quarter line
14
Disc
Ilarrow,
v. New Moline
or less, to a point, the
355 feet.-tno- re
Fred Ebmonds sale, March 4,
said point being the highwater line Corn Planter and Checkrower
comes
just when' you 'will need
Abaddition
the
to
of 'the pioposed
Complete, New Emerson Disc
every
thing
he has to sell.
bott Reservoir of the Pawson Railway
,
Company r thence south 53 degrees Culivator, ; J. D. ,Shovel Culivat-or1
in the Petition, Defendants.'

510 W. 20

4

and
toet Tourists
Will find this the right

MOVS

BANISH

Mares Í R:id.6vr?.
210J lbs, .Clack Horse
-

vTinhfc

Pluiiilee Hospital
R0rS

Horses

7

y.

a

- City

Tn coutliorn

In Mountain.
y
is o liKninl.i.in

Tui'iNk-- i

of ccasliiórable ty eal'.ed .Douirur,
nhleh nine upon a lime was an active
vofeitiio:
l!ibble of voloanli!' va"
maite It n vtwmlile linnevrMinl
cafes, whieli lit these il s are inlii.h- lte.
In 'fact, tin' ,whole mountain is
r.
u.iiuniaii ant iiil), densely x'y

in

3

I.

Liberty Garage

Treasurer,

Strong-- , County

' ',

"

1
.

Mora, New Mexico

tJ

in

Welding,

Oxy-Aceíyle- ne

.

i

Cylinder's

;

d

your Mechanical Troubles
Its Our Business to Fix Thenn

to-u-

r Service

s,

9

'

Proprietors,

Resources, $225,000.00

1

3C
Tfor the E'4 SW,4, Sec. 7," EV4 NW4
Sec: 18, Twp. 21N., Rng 28E., N. M
Department of the'lote rior.'U.'S. Land P. ML, has filed notice of intention to
Office at Clayton; New Mexico,
make Final Three Year Proofto
to the land above de
,Feb. 5, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Mrs, scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner, a his office at Roy,
Eliza A, Kelsey, of Roy, N, f, who cn N. AL, on
the 18th day of March, 1919.
Oct. 25th 1915, made H. E. No. 020954
Claimant names .as. witnesses:
X for Lorfs 2 and 3. Ser. 31
Frank Gonzales, Daniel Gonzales,
"Township 21 North, Range 28 Eaat, Federico Ornelas, Manuel Mascarenas,
N. M. P. Jderklian, has filed notice all of Albert, New Mexico.
'
PAZ VALVERDE,
.
of intention to make Final Three War
the land
,
Proof, to establish claim-tRegister.
above described
J ,
NOTICEJ FOR PUBLICATION
before F. H. Foster U. 8. Commission
Department of the Interior
er at Roy N. M.. on April 7, 1919.
U. & Land Ofice -- at Clayton, N. M
witnesses;
Claimant names 8
"
January 4, 1919
Neis Wetterhus
D.,W. Weat
Notice is hereby priven that, Ran
Joseph Wright
J. H. Kelsey
Wood of David, N. M., who on June
AIJ of Roy,, New Mexico.
21, 1913, made Desert Land Entry No.
01G538, for Ji
SEU Sec. 17,. Twp,
X. PAZ VALVERDE,
18N., Rnjr. 30E., N. M. P. M., has filed
'
Register,
notice of intention to make Final
'
- '3-1- 5
Proof under the Second paragraph, Act
o March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. 1161-2- )
to
establish claim to-tland above deNOTICE FO PUBLICATION
scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U S.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M on the 17tkday
1919,
Clayton, N. M., Feb. 10, 1919."
.
Oaimant names as witnesses: v
.Notice is foeneby given that
Charles P. Field, John
McForland.
Joseph H. Kdsey, of Roy New Mex. David
C. Field, Jeff McKee, all of Damade 11. E" vid, New Mexico.who, on Sept, 29th 1915,
No. 02095:1 for NEl-SWSe
PAZ VALVERDE,
'
31 Twp. 21 N, Kanjra 28 E N. M. P. M.
.Registbr.
filed notice of intention to maka final
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tliree year pioof to establish claim to
Department of .the Interior
the land ahova described, before F. 1!.
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his "of U. S. Land Office at GJayton, N. AL,
January 23, 1919"
tice in Roy, N M., on April, 7th, 1910 i
Notice is hereby given that James
Claimant names as witnesses:
M. Anderson, of Albert, Union Co., N.
M., who, on January 17, 1916 made H.
D. W. west
Neis Wetteihus
E. No. 021507 for E,2 NE l , N, SE
Joseph Wright Mr. O.A. Kelsey
Roy, New Mexico,
, '4, Sec. 20, Twp. 19N, Rng. 30E., N.
,
'
M. P.M., has fiUul notice of intention
f
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. to make Final Three Year Pfo'of, de-to
establish claim to the land above
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his lofiice at' Roy,
- NOTICE FOIC PUBLICATION
New Mexico, on the 17th day of March
FOft PUBLICATION

'

almost-philosoplic-

per-poi- nt

Public Sale
oiler at Public Auction,
at our farms Z miles Northwest
pf Solano 9 SE. of Roy, N.JÍ-- . ?
We will

x

The Plumlee Hospital
X

x

,

"

''.

"

that

Notice is hereby given

G.

J3.- -

Hall

.

Harry, Eavens
T. O, Scott

u. w. ra nay

all of Roy N.:,M.
- PAZ VALVERDE,
"

NOTICE

'

-

ii

5

j

'

iien ister

FOR PUBLICATION

Ü. S. Land Ofticjt

at

Clayton,

SE,

FOR, PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office at tüayton. New
Mexico, February llv 1919
Notice is hereby given that Santos
Blea of. Roy, N. M., who on Dec. 26,
1915, made H. E. No. 021288, for Lots
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, Sec. 5; Lot 4,
Section 4, Twp. 20N., Rng, 25E., N.
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof to
establish claim to the land above described, before W; H. Willcox, U. S.

lpl9.

Insurance,
Auétion Sales, Notary Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.

.

"

'

"

'

'

l

'N

Office in the old Telephone Building,

-

ROY, N. M.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
N

;';
V.

-

'

-

-

f

x

ThoJRoy'Drug

Store

.

Pure Drugs, Chemicals ar.d x
Patent Medicines-- .
''':':':
'
Pe'rodic'als andj Stationery

'

".
í

.

..

Claimant names 'aswitnesses:
Elogio Esquibel, Celedón Esquibel,
'
; '..
''Register.
.
Jóse C. Maestas, Adolfo Montoya, al)
,
of Roy, New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
'
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
'Do Justice Promptly.
When It Is our duty to do un,net of
'January 22, 1919
Notice is 'hereby given that Andres justice it should he done promptly. To.--- .
'
Uruyere.
Ornelas, of Roy, N. M., who an Feb. , delay Is Injustlce.V-L- n
'

,

21, 1916, made IL E No. 021692

V& CHATTELS
X

Farm Loans,

NOTICE

Commissioner
at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on the 8th 'day of April,

..-

SCHULTZ

Death Rate in Europe. In normal times St o:Uiolii), Clirlsf.1
tnla, Berlin and London, In tbe order
named, have the lowest death rules'
among the European otien.

Clerk.

J.G. & Jphh Reed
..

'

,

FREE LUNCH.

The fourth annual convention
f the New Mexico Cattle-herk- e
Growers' Association to be held
'
in AJhuqüerqueí Majch 25, 26
Qorg S. ' fiett,
ioauar and 27 will disclose in annual reof the American Hod OroM, tAua expíalo ttM nclecuHy Jortfco Clirlatmat ports ot officers and executive
'
XoU Call:
.
emmittee, pne of 'the. most, re"The reapon tbat th popl t U
tatted'!jSUtM nk wha the Clirlat--p markable records of growth in
the whole history oPsuch organ-- .
Roll Call nnntM tai t a
' '
memliertly J tbm imcrlcaa izátlons in the west.
t
la
rpon
will,
crow
that
Rd
wide, aeeompliih tli.e thln(i:
'
City wiie.
WHY AMERICA UIZZ
CHF.ISTKAS ROLL CALL

t4rl

1

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

"

ruary

;r

M. JL. Rhyne,

N. M.,

January 22, 1919'
Notice is hereby given that Arthur
E. Holmes, of Mills, Mora Co., N. M.,
who on Jan. ft, 1916, made .H. E.
Sec 11 and
'No. 021475, tor E
WVS.SW-14Sec. 12, Twp. 21N., Rng.
25E., N..M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three Year
Prop'f, to establish claim to fhc land
above described; before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
-- Roy, N. M., on the 18th day of March,
'
,
, 1919.
.. Claimant names as witnesses:
Sum T. Anslay, C. B. Coffman, John
Eddie, Thomas Brown, all of Mills,
'
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

OF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY

the land above described; before F. H.
Foster. U. ' S. Commissioner, ' at Roy,
N. M., on the 18th day of March, 1919.

,

'

Réliable Medium of Exchange,

'

Department of the Interior

V

.

-

haa. filodilotics 'o& intention to make
three year Proof, W establish claim to

B, G, Grunig, O. 4.
Butlerv'dll of Roy, N. M.E. A. Red,
of Solano, N.M

,

F. O. WIÍITE, Auctioneer.

FL.

A new and progressive Business Enterprise
' To meet the demads
of the Community for a

it

-

'

'

'.

.

ip

One of the best editorials we
have read yet is in the Wagon.
Mound Sentinel and is by the As'
sociate Editress, Mrs. Lola Marie
Harmon. Wé are saving it for
a time when we need copy to renumerous to mention.
print it. It treats of the School
situation in New Mexico and refers to jsome rural sehools as
USUAL TERMS: 10 months "the vicious circle of im bred igtime without interest, I2percent norance". It ought to sting some
from date if pot paid when due, people awake.
,
12 off for cash over $10.00.

ROY, New Mexico,

PAZ VALVERDE,
David K. HaOdix, ofv Roy, N.
Register.
,
M. wjio, on June, 20 1916, nhide H. E.
No. 031656, for NWi, Sec.v 14, Twp.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
20 N .Jtanjíé. 26 E. , fi. M. P. M.
Department of
Interior
'
intention
to U. S. Land Office the
of
has 'filed nytice
Clayton, N. M
make final three year proot, toestab-lin- h
January' 22, 19J.9
claim to tbeJand above described,
Notice is hereby given that John E.
before F II. Foster, U. S, .Cotnmis-sionp- r, Weisdorfer, of Roy, N., M., who on
,ath office Roy, N. M., on Dec. 27, 1915, made II. K perial No.
SfC
021415, for Ntf NgVi and NW
:
on April 7, 1919.
7,, Jwp. 19N., Rng. 27E N. M. P. M
Claimant names as witnesses:
-

i

Rby Realty & Loan Company,

New Mexico.

s

.Terms

Col. Frank O. White,

,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pierce Field, Albert Beller, J. R.
Glley, T. E. Mitchell, all of, Albert,

nt

ee-tu-

el

MISCELLANEOUS

'

'

'

' Oil Stove,
Kitchén Ranee.
6 Dining
Kitchen Cabinet
Chains, Extension Table, Dish
es other Household & Kitchen
Furniture '& other articles, too

Fof Tubercular Patients.

Frank L. Schultz,

,

Wo'rW'a DeaVMutet.
The amateur student of statistic?
w)ll find iilenfy to ponder over lu th"
figure as to the distribution of deaf- - .
mutes throQ'hout the yorid. A
report on this Jihase of the
of (lie United States gives the proportion nit 42.$ per 100,000, tiud show
ttat In the
of Voantries who!
figures Is 50 or less nil are English-peakln- g
excet Holland. Oregonian.

Iron-Whe-

w- -'

,2-1-

ouuA

Good

Emerson Lister,. Acme Harrow,
New Corn Sled,
Sod Plow,v
Wagon,'
Good
CulWheat Drill,
Wagor
tivator,

'We also have Cottages. witlSleepinPorches,
Separate from the Hospital,

yrs.

J

FARM MACHINERY

Physician in Charge.

;

7

Jersey Cow, 2 Dozen Chickens,
.3 Pairs oT Turkeys.

Carus. Plumlee,

'

A

5yrs, Horse Colt U yrsv

High-Whe-

'

,

10 1919.

'

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors id Correspondence Invited.

.

Feb.

of Bay Mares 5 and
t r
e til
r
I11
01 diuck mstrca
Qar opan

'

'

Recently Enlarged,
Nwly Furnished arid Equipped,

-

'

,'

.

LIVESTOCK
Hfepan

-

Ni-SE- l,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
.

'

'

F. S. Edmond has sale bills
dated March 4th, printed at this
'
office Tuesday. He s sellimr
some of the best Short-hor- n
cows and bulls on! thejnesa, also
some fine brood Mares and all of
his" farming'outfit. It will inter.
est you to see his bills. The
will give you'an outline --of hia
sale next week., Mr. Edmond
will go to Cohocton N. Y. for
the summer but intánds to re- turn and farm here again as soon ,
as possible.
S--

Sale to commence at 10 o'clock
A. M, sharp, the following prop
erty to wit" Come early and go
'
'
home early.

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cases.

he

M

Fri. Feb.'28, '19
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U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Mexico. February 11. 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Roy R. Day, of Roy, Mora county, - .
Life' Jester.
N. Mn who, on January 21, 1916, made
"It seems very sirmige," observed
Sec. 14, the
H. E. No. 021539. for N
'that the
Twp. 21N., Rñg. 2CE., N. M. P M.,
who regard this IKc as a Iiuro
has filed notice of intention to make Joke re ihe ones who sr.y they can
Fipal Three Year Proof, to establish (uM no point to Jr."
7
claim to the land above described, be- -

o

1919.

,

kst-rihe-

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

NOTICE

The Bank of
Helpful

:1

Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at
' ' x
, Reasonable Rates.
all

jfore ITH. Foster, U.
his" pflice at Roy,

j

,

,

Bring

I

uui' SuiicRud

N. M.,- on, the
'Vrmrtment of the jhrWior. U. S.'Land 0th day of April, 1919:
Claimant mimes as witnesses:
Office at C'ai ton, Ntwl Mexico,
T. II. Elankeaship, Ben C. Jyien,
Jai 17, 1919 II. Mayberry, Jesse M. Johnson
Harrv
Notice is hereby givcii thr.t
'
I
'
'
Eoy, N. M.
of
all
N.M
wlw,
faiiie).smith,'f Roy,
ll-niaJe
no.
August 11, 1915,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register;
)205:;i, for El See 6. T. lN. I!i'.25E
'. N.'M. P. Mv has 'filed notice of
NUX1CE FOR PUBLICATION
ntention to make Three Year. Proof
- Department of the Interior,
o establish claim to the land above
S. Land Office, at Clayton, New
U.
U,"
S.
befofe' F.SII. Foster;
Mexico. February 11, 1919
'Mexico,
New,
Rojtk
Commissioner, at
Notice is hereby given that Nathan
on March 7tb, 19I9.'
Spears of Roy, Mora County, N. M.,
Claimant names as witnesses:
who, on April 14th, 1915, made H. i J.
No. 019833 for S"á NEVi, and EV
Ray Leach, . James Snsbuiy
' SEVi Sec. 6, T,wp. 21N., Rng. 2"E..
J. U Smith, Frank Smith,
,
N. M. P. M.'. has filed notice of intenr
all of Rpy, New Mexico.
to make Final Three Year" Proof
tion
PAZ VALVERDE,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
,
Register.
Commissioner,
at his ofiica in Roy,
'
.
N.- - M., on the 8th day of April, 1919.
NOTICE FOR' PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
C R. Davis, Joheph Wright, John
Department of the Interior,
Beard, C T, Wright, all of Roy, N. M
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X
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Oily life 11 a floren, mental stroci:
hetwf'on nüghbors, each of, whom is
Irvine to shove 'rt'c other , into .the
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biuie produce t A''
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tbe bask fre would 'disclaim,
useful tntdeii. There are typewriters
any
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professing to be harassed by
business cares, sacrificed them to the
extent of devoting at least a part of
each twenty-fou- r
hours to the young
lady's society. She vru rarely allawe'J
to be alone with her uncle, a circumstance which troubled her much less
than it did him. He missed the evenings which he had enjoyed so much,
and the next consultation over the adventures of Pearson's "Uncle Jlu" and
bis "Mary" seemed flat and uninteresting without criticism and advice.
The author himself noticed the difwhile
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THE CAPTAIN'S PLANS FOR CELEBRATING CAROLINE'S
BIRTHDAY GO ASTRAY.
Syrfopii. AtWood Graves, New York lawyer, goes to South Dens
boro, Cape Cod, to sea Cáptala Elisha Warren. Caught fn a terrific
tona while on the way, he meet Cap'n Warren by accident and
goes with the latter to bis home. The lawyer Informs Cap'n Warren
that his brother, whom he bad not seen for eighteen years, has died
and named him as guardian of his two children, Caroline aged twenty,
and Stephen, aged nineteen. The captain tells Graves he will go to
Mew York and look over the situation before deciding whether he will
accept the trust The captain's arrival In New York causes consternaThe captain
tion among his wards and. their aristocratic friends.
makes friends with James Pearson, a reporter; then he consults with
Sylvester, head of Graves' firm. The captalnjdeddeü to accept his
brother's trust Sylvester Is pleased, but Graves expresses disgust
and dismay. Pearson calls and is surprised, for he had known the
Warrens and their father. Caroline asks the captain's aid for a
servant whose father was hurt by an auto. The captain finds that
Malcolm Dunn had caused the injury and makes him help in paying
the sufferer's expenses until his death. Pearson tells the captain of a
difference he bad with Rogers Warren because be refused to help the
latter in a shady transaction.
CHAPTER

IX

Continued.

When Caroline returned her uncle
told ber of his visitor. She seemed un-- t
elgnedly pleased, but regretted that
she nad not been there. "He was such
a friend of father's," she said, "that
seeing him here would be almost like
the old days. And so many of those
whom we thought were his friends and
ours have left us."
Stephen bad never been very popular,
and his absence at college still further
'reduced the number of young people
who might be Inclined to call. Their
not calling confirmed Caroline's belief
that she and her brother were deliberately shunned because of their change
in circumstances, and she grew more
sensitive and proudly resentful In consequence.
Naturally she turned for
comfort to those who remained faithful, the Dunns In particular. They
were loyal to her. Therefore, with the
Intensity of her nature, abe became
doubly loyal to them. The rector of
8t Denla dropped in frequently, and
others, occasionally, but she was lonely.
She craved the society of those nearer
her own age.
Pearson's coming, then, was psychologically ant When he made his next
call upon Captain Elisha to find the
fitter out, but his niece at home, she
welcomed him cordially and Insisted
upon his waiting; until ber juardlan
returned. The conversation was at
first embarrassing for the
She spoke of her father, and Pearson
the memory of his last interview
with the latter fresh In his' mind and
painfully aware that she knew nothing of it felt guilty and like a hypocrite. But soon the subject changed,
and when the captain entered the library he found the pair laughing and
chatting like old acquaintances, as, of
course, they were.

Captain Elisha, paying no attention
to bis friend's shakes of the head, invited his niece to be present at the
reading of the latest addition to what
he called "mine and Jim's record break-isea yarn."
"If s really mine, you. understand,
Caroline," he observed, with a. wink.
"I'm silent partner In the firm If yon
can call the one that does all the talk-Isilent and Jim don't do nothin' but
make It up and write It and. get the
profits. Course, you mustn't mention
this to him, 'cause he thinks he's the
author and 'twould hurt his feelln's."
"He's quite right" declared Pearson
emphatically. "If the thing Is ever

n'

n'

ttM

,

i

CHAPTER' X'

'

Old Tyrant From Cape Cod."
Important event was about to
take place.. At least it seemed
important .to Captain EUsha, al
though the person most intimately con.
cerned appeared to have forgotten It
entirely. , He ventured to remind her

AN

"

'Jim,

we've

shipped
mate."

of If. v,
"Caroline," he said, "Sunday Is your
birthday, ain't ltr.
His niece looked at him in surprise.
"Yes," she answered, "it is. .How did
you know?"
"Why, I remembered, that's all.
Graves, the lawyer man, told me how
old you and Stevle were, fust time I
met him. And his partner, Mr. Sylvester, gave me the date one day when
was goln' over your pa's will. You'll
he
seoond
be twenty, years old Sunday, won't

your.

"Yes."
finished and published he will deserve
(all the credit His adtice had already
It waa late la the afternoon, and she
i
This anclé of yours, Miss had been out since 10 o'clock shopremade
Warren," he added, turning to her, "is ping with Mrs. Dunn, lunching down
like the admiral Eipllng wrote about--he town with the latter and Malcolm, and
has 'lived more storiei' than ever I motoring for an hour or two. The
,
could invent"
weather for the season was mild and
The captain, fearful that his niece sunny, and the crisp air had brightenmight take the statement seriously, ed her cheeks, her eyes sparkled, her
'
,
hastened to protest,
fur coat and cap were very becoming,
"He's lust fooling Caroline," he said. and Captain Elisha inspected her ad"All I've done is set and talk and talk miringly before making another reand talk. I've used np more of his mark.
"My, myP he exclaimed, after an
time and the surroundln' air than you'd
believe was possible. When I get next instant's pause. Twenty years old I
to salt water, even in print, it'a time to Think of It! BIJe's girl's a young womuzsle'me, same as a dog In July. The man now, ain't she? I calíate he waa
yarn Is Jim's altogether, and ifs mighty proud of you too. He, ought to have
Interestln' to me anyhow."
been. I presume likely ha didn't tor-g"I'm sure It will be to me also," de
your birthday."

it

'

"Rot!" he exclaimed, throwing the
manuscript aside in disgust. "It's rot
Ha rose to help her with the heavy Isn't ltl If I can't tnm out better stuff
cost As he lifted It from ber shoul- than that I'd better quit And I thought
ders he bent forward' and caught a it was pretty decent, too, until toglimpse of her face,
'
night"
There, there I" he said hastily. Captain Elisha shook his bead. "It
"Don't feel bad, dearie. I didn't mean don't seem quite so shipshape someto hurt your feelln's. Excuse 'me, I how," he admitted, "but I guess likely
was thlnkln' out loud, sort of." it's 'cause my bead's 'full of other
She did not answer at once, but turn- things Just now. I'm puzzled 'most to
ed away to remove ber cap. Then she death to know what to get for Caroanswered, without looking at him.
line's birthday. I want to get her
"He never forgot them," she said.
somethln' she'll like, and she's got
"Course he didn't Well, you see, I pretty nigh everything under the sun.
didn't forget either."
Say, Jim, you've been workln' too hard
It was an unfortunate remark, inas- yourself. Why don't you take tomordrew,
in ber mind, a com- row off and cruise around the stores
much as it
parison between her handsome, digni- belpln' me pick out a present Come
fied father and his rude, uncultured ahead do!"
brother. The contrast was ever presThey spent .the next afternoon in
ent in her thoughts, and she did not that "cruise," visiting department
need to be reminded of it She made stores, Jewelers and art shops innumerno reply. .
Captain Elisha was bard to
able.
"I was thlnkln'," continued the cap- please, and his comments characteristain, conscious of having made a mis- tic. He finally selected a neck chain
take, "that maybe we might celebrate set with tiny emeralds.
somehow, In a quiet way."
Captain Elisha planned to surprise
"No. I am not in ths mood for cele- bis niece with the gift at breakfast on
brations."
the morning of her birthday, but, after
"Oh, I didn't mean fireworks and the reflection, decided tq postpone the prestown band. I Just thought"
entation until dinner time. The in"Please don't I remember other evitable Dunns bad taken upon thembirthdays too welL"
selves the duty of caring for the girl
They had been great occasions, those
birthdays of bers, ever since she was a
little girl. On the eighteenth she made
ber debut In society, and the gown she
wore on that memorable evening was
laid away upstairs, a cherished memento, to be kept as long as she lived.
Each year Bodgers Warren took Infinite pains to please and surprise his
idolized daughter. She could not bear
to think of another birthday, now that
be bad been taken from her.
Her guardian pulled bis beard.
"Well," he observed ruefully, "then my
weak head's put my foot in It again, as
the Teller said. If I ain't careful 111 be
like poor cracked Philander Baker,
who lives with bis sister over at
The doctor told Philander
he was threatened with softenin' of
the brain, and the sister thanked him
for the compliment You. see, Caroline,
I wrote on my "own hook and asked They Spent the Next Afternoon In
Stevle to come home Saturday and
That "Cruise."
stay till Monday. I kind of thought
during the major part
brother
her
and
you'd like to have him here."
day. The yellow car appeared
the
of
i
should
like
But
tbatl
win be
"Oh. I
10 o'clock and bore the
, at the door at
come? Has he written yotT"
away. Caroline assured her guard.
"Hey? Yes, I calíate hell be on two
yes, he's written me." Ian, however, that they would return
deck. He's-- er
In season for the evening meaL
Hé smiled as he answered. As a The captain spent lonely but busy
matter of fact, the correspondence be- hours until dinner time came. He
tween Stephen and himself had been
some scheming on bis own
lengthy and voluminous on the part of had done
after a long argument with
hook
and,
the former and brief and businesslike
by a small sum in
cook;
on his own. The boy on hi? return to the
prevailed upon that haughty
college had found "conditions" await- cash, had
a birthday cake of
ing him, and the amount of bard work domestic to fashion
Jterlor and indigestible
e
imposing
Involved in their clearance was not at
Superintending the icing of
makeup.
all to his taste. He wrote his guardian
masterpiece occupied some time.
before the first week was over assert- this
ing that the whole business was fool- He then worried Edwards Into, a refury by suggestishness and a waste of time. He spectful but stubborn way
of table arshould come home at once, be said, and ing novelties In the
he notified the captain that such was rangement Another bestowal of small
bis intention. Captain Elisha replied change quelled the disturbance. Then
with promptness and decision. If he came by messenger a dozen Americas
rame home he would be sent.back, that Beauty Roses, with Mr. Pearson's card
was all. "I realize you've 'got a Job attached. These the captain decided
ahead of you, son," wrote the captain, should be placed in the center of the
"but you can do it If yon will. Fact is festive board. As a centerpieee had
I guess you've got to. So sail In and been previously provided, there was
more argument. The cook took the
show us what you're made of."
Stephen's answer was a five page butler's side In the debate, and the pair
declaration of independence. He re- yielded only when Captain Elisha again
.
fused to be bullied by any living man. dived Into his pocket
"But I warn you, all hands,'' he obHe had made arrangements to come to
New, York on the following Monday, served, "that this Is the last time. My
and he was coming. As to being sent right fist's got a cramp In it this minback, be wished his uncle to under- ute, and you couldn't opea it again
stand that It was one thing to order with a cold chisel.'
ind another to enforce obedience. To At last, however, everything was aa
which he received the following note: r it should be, an i he sat down in the
' I
can't stop you from coming, Steve, ex- library to await the coming of the
cept by f olnj to New Haven and holding young peopled The gold chain In lta
you by main strength. That I don't pro- handsome leather case, the latter inpose to do tor two reasons first, that It closed in
the Jeweler's box, was care
is too much, trouble, and second, that It
ain't necessary. Tou can ootne home once fully laid beside Caroline's place at the
In awhile to aee your slater, bat you table. The dinner was ready, the cake,
mustn't do It tUl I say the word. If you candles and all the captain had indo I shall take the oar fare oat of your al- sisted upon twenty candles-yw- as
ready
lowance, likewise board while you are here
and stop that allowance for a month aa a also. There was nothing to do bnt
sort of fine for mutiny. So you better wait and he waited.
think It over a apell. And if I was you I
was the usual dinner hour.
wouldn't write Caroline that I ws coming;
passed. Seven" o'clock struck, then
or thinking of coming till I had my mind It
made up. She believes you are working 8, and still Captain Elisha sat alone in
hard at your lessons. I shouldn't disap- the library. The cook sent word that
point her, especially aa it wouldn't be any the dinner was ruined. Edwards reuae. Your affectionate uncle,
spectfully asked 'JWr-a-t shall I do, sir?"
, ELISHA WARREN.
, ,
twice, the second time being sent flying
The result of all this was that Ste- with an
order to "Go for'ard and keep
phen, whose finances were already in your
batches closed 1" The nautical
a precarious condition, did think it phraseology
was lost upon the butler,
over and decided not to take the risk.
but the tone and manner of delivery
Also, conscious that his sister sided
were quite understandable.
with their guardian to the extent of
Several times the captain rose from
believing the university the bestplace his ehair to telephone
the Dunn houss
for him at present be tore up the long and ask the reason for delay. Each
letter of grievance which he bad writ- time he decided not to do so. No doubt
ten her and In that which took it there were good reasons. Caroline and
place mentioned merely that he was her brother 'had been detained. Per"grinding like blazes," and the only haps the automobile had broken down
satisfaction he got from it was his. re
the things were always breaking
moval from the society of the "old. down Just at the, most inconvenient
tyrant from Cape Cod."
.
Well, at any
times, perhaps
He accepted the tyrant's invitation rate, he would not phone Just yet Ha
to return for the week end and bis sis- would wait a little longer.
ter's birthday with no hesitation whatever, and his letter of acceptance Was
so politic as to be almost humble.
A storm breaks about the capa result of the
He arrived on an early train Katnr-da- y
tain's head
morning 'Caroline met him at the
machinations of the Dunns.'
station, and the T)unns' car conveyed
Read about tt in the next Instalhim, to the latter's residence; where
lment
they were to spend the dáy. The Dunns
and Caroline had beeu together almost
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
,
constantly since one evening . when
)
and,
bis mother Interrupted
Malcolm
For household use a new card indej
the reading of the novel The former, la contained in a flat i&ll pocket
.

clared the young lady. "Captain Warren has told me all about It Mr, Pearson, and I'm very eager to bear the
new portion."
"There!" Captain Elisha slapped his
knee. ' "There, Jim!" he exclaimed.
"Yon hear that? Now you've got to
read it Anchor's apeakl Heave ahead
and get under way."
So because he could not well refuse
the author reluctantly began to read
and, as usual, his nautical friend to interrupt and comment Caroline listened, ber eyes twinkling. When the
reading and the arguments were at an
end she declared it was all splendid.
"Just like being at sea oneself," she
said. "I positively' refuse to permit
another installment to be submitted
unless I amon deck. That's the prop
er phrase Isn't it captain r
"Aye, aye, ma'am. Jim, we've ship
ped a new second mate, and she's goln'
to be wuth her salt You hear me?"
She and the young man became better acquainted at each succeeding "lit
erary clinic," as the latter called them.
When Rodgers Warren, first Introduced
him at their former home he had Impressed her favorably, largely because
of her desire to like any one whom her
father fancied. She worshiped the
dead broker, and his memory to her
was sacred. She would have forgiven
and did forg1r .any wrong he might
bave done her,
brother's appointment as guardian, rti
that she
could not understand. Unlike Stephen,
who fiercely resented the whole affair
and said bitter things concerning his
parent she believed he had done what
he considered right
Her feeling
against Captain Elisha had been based
upon the latter's acceptance of that ap
pointment when he should have realized his unfitness. And his living with
them and disgracing them in the eyes
of their friends by his uncouth country
ways made her blind to his good qualities.
The Moriarty matter touched her
conscience, and she saw more clearly.
But she was Trj far from considering
him an equal or other than what Mrs.
Corcoran Dunn termed him, an "encumbrance," even yet She forced herself to be kind and tolerant and gave
him more of her society, though she
did not accompany him on his walks
or out of door excursions.
One evening while
clinic was In
progress Mrs. . Dunn and Malcolm
called. The sharp eyed widow took In
the situation at a glance. She determined to keep her 'eye on Mr. Pearson
and find out more about him. His visits were not conducive to Malcolm's
chances.
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A CAMOFLEUR.

f

A good storyjs told by the dean of
Carlisle. ' It concerns
clergyman
who, taking occasional duty
friend In one of the moorland churches
In a remote corner of Cumberland, was
one day greatly scandalized on observing the 'old verger", who had been collecting the, offertory, quietly abstract
n
a
before ;' presenting the
.
plate at .the altar rails. '
.
After the services he called the old
man into the vestry nnd told him,
with emotion, that bis crime had beeu
'
discovered.
Thevergtír looked puzzled. Then
a sudden light dawned on him.
"Why,, sir, you don't mean that
mild
of mine! Why, I've
led off with he this last fifteen yenr."
Pittsburgh Cfironicl Telegraph. -

fora
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half-crow- n

HAPPIER

HIM.

WITHOUT

ne

headaches, nervousness or
"the blues" to give this successful
remedy a trial
For special suggestions In regard to
backache,

,

ailment write Lydia E. Pinkham
Íour
Co., Lynn, Mass. The result
of its long experience is at your service.
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who boasts of being
probably believes that 'an bon-;confession is "good for the soui.
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REALLY' NOT DINER'S

FAULT

Stare That So Annoyed
Hopkina Due to'

Mr.

Beyond Control.
Young Mrs. Hopkins, glancing ca
unlly from her table into one of the
mirrors that lined the side of the
cafe, met the eye of a stout man, at
the table opposite, fixed Intently on
her. A moment later, on looking
around again, she beheld the same immovable 'stare.
Mrs. Hopkins, feeling that constant.
searching gaze, began to grow uneasy.
The first feeling of pleased vanity had
changed to one of annoyance, -- and
now upproached that of apprehension.
There was something mysterious, al
most uncanny, in the stout person's
unwavering
Inspection. " All manner
of direful tales of the Black Hand society, and escaped maniacs flashed
through her mind. The dinner palled.
She fidgeted so nervously that her
husband flunlly observed that something was wrong.
"What's the matter, pet?" he asked
solicitously.
"That horrible man," she replied
faintly, with a shudder. "He never
leaves jfT staring at me." Hubby
started up violently.
"Who Is the scoundrel?" he fiercely
demanded.
"That fat man to the right." Hopkins sprang out of his chair
quickly crossed over, and confronted
.

"ou eloped with Jack,, didn't you?
I suppose you've lived happily ' ever
,

since?"

t

-

(,

"All but the first week." Then we

separated.",

.

,

L,

..

Advice'.
C(4' up and try again, young man.
Don't nit around and elgh;
,
I'd rather bo a failure tan
The chap who didn't try.
t

free From Commercialism.
"Yon insist that itrt Is free from
'
commercialism."
"I lv". replied Mr, Storniington
Harnes. "It Is will known that Hamlet
the longest part known to the classic
drama. Yet uny actor would be willing to pitiy It Without charging
v

.

:

I

over-tiinc.-

,

,

!
' '

Vigils.

,

,

"I understand your husband Is keeping lute hours again."
f
"He certainly Is," replied the woman
with the positive voice. . "I have given
John instructions to l'ep the house
"
warm If lie has to sit up with' the fur- the wretch.
He beheld a rotund, placid countenace till three o'clock In the morning."
nance, one eye of which was contentHow It Happened.
edly, regarding the remains of a por
I tlon of roast duck; and the other the
Ttwir f'holly Is so enipty-Iiealewonder what Is the matter with blni.'' eye beheld , by Mrs. HopklnssttlJ
!Oh, he was raised on a bottle,"
turned In ber direction.
Hopkins looked closely. The left
mat linean 1 expiuui u.
f
"Yes, It does; 'by 'mistake they gave eye was glass !
him a vacuum bottle."
'

d

.

HER.

NOT. HAPPY; WITH
i

(

'Why. .

.;

mmi:

Six-thir- ty

instead

of coffee

,

,

disturbance, as tt
has done me more
good than all the
doctor's medicine.
Since taking it I
have a fine healthy
baby girl and have
gainea in health and
strength, iiy husband and I both
iraise your med-cito all sufferintr
women." Mrs. John Koppelmann, K.
No. 1, McLean, Nebraska.
This famous root and berj remedy,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, has been res tori's tornen of
America to health for moro than forty
years and it will well pay any woman
who suffers from displacements, inflammation, operation, irregularities,

Somehow badness Is
than goodness.' v

,

,

Voman Recommend

TLU

ference.
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"Itlches do not always bring happi''
ness." !
"I know it; I used to tell my wife
that she . was my pearl of greatest
price."

'
-

A Hot

Tme.

.

'The row next door
'Caused quite a stir.
She burned a steak,
Me roasted her.

.1

,
(

'

;

'

'

"My!
please."

A Long Record.

hostessX

''

'

'

i

-

Oiie of you must be easy to
;'

"'"

,

if healtttpr

Yoülí like this

.

"How long ' have you had ydur
..'
cook?" asked the abrupt woman.
"More- - than two years," replied the

patient

for ten days

other reasons
sppeal to you"

!

.

Tnjthach2ri

.

Helpl
He (the bold thiqg) Í suppose If 1
tried to kiss 50U you would hriek for
help.
She (the suuey thing) No George;
It would be of no use. All our help
' ,
left last week.

excellent table
beveras with its

rich mild coffee- -

,

s

'

like flavor 6 the

results of the

change, will appeal

toyou.Thal'swhij

somuchPoStum
is sold nowadays

.

a considerable

source of revgnué In
the wjnter time; The Edmonton coal
fields under and around the city have
an estimated content of sixty thousnnd
million tons.
Farmers sell the coal
Western Canada Has Unbounded at $4 a ton
for domestic use.
Possibilities. The pioneer of Western Canada
knew little of the enjoyments of life,
compared with the" farmer In that
Glorious Opportunities for the Stock country today.
The continual extenRaiser, the Wheat Grower, and the
sion of railway lines affords facilities
Mixed Farmer Its Fields to
undreamed of a few years ago, closing
Feed , the World.
up- - the gaps of communication,- creating Immense, business forthevEnst In
Before there were any cattle In the West and the WesJ in the East
Alberta, or it was known thnt It was and drawing Ihe farmer all the time
possible to feed them outside all the nearer to the zones of commerce. In
year round, the Indian hungers could creating wider markets the railway
always find the buffalo during the are doing more tharT any othe agency
' winter months pasturing in the foot- - can do for Western Cauaidn and' the
1.11me summer me nerus wan-- . countrvns a whole. The products of
dered on the plains and fed on the" the farms, which are now readily marprairie grasses. The plains have slnée keted, and the vast train of employbecome grain fields, but the foothill ment that follows tlm enlargement of
district extending north from the In- the farming Industry, is creating, new
ternational boundary for a thousand agricultural centers and causing iowns
miles will always be a natural feeding and titles of Importance to grow all
I
along its lines.
; ground for live stock. In the southern
Anadmlrnble system of agriculturthan In the, mote northerly districts, al 7 instruction has been developed
but while the herds in the south have through the efforts of the Domlnnn
winder tracts of treeless pasturage, fh government and the various provinthe north from Red Deer on into the" cial Departments of Agriculture. This
Peace river country there are more forms part of the educational system
trees, á richer vegetatlón and more of Western Canada and is doing much
for. fill branches of agriculture,
natural shelter.
Those who have been advocating
farms have been estabstock raising and mixed farming for lished at various points lnthe provthe past few years point to the number inces,, which have done wonders in deof hogs marketed as an evidence of the veloping 'Improved method, of farm:
,
A"
increased production of ., the Western ing.
The result has been ti prest awakenProvinces. They may also take credit
lor me increase in cattle ana stieop. ing to the necessity of better methods
which is very, great, but perhaps not of tillage, sclentlflCfStoek raising and
dairying.
so marked as what has been accomFarmers are lieglnulng to
plished hi hog raising. For the first realize that to get what they are ensix months alone last year about half titled to out of the land, they' must
a million hog were shipped from adopt scientific methods, and as' a'
careful seed selection, proper roManitoba, 'Saskatchewan and Alberta.
A very conservative estimate value of tation and summer fullow is the órder
these animals to the fanner would be of flie day. Under the favorable conditions generully ..anticipated, prospects
$25.00 a head.
The Canadian- West is fast forging to point to an all round Increase- In. progreat deal
the" front of the
eonn duction thnt will leave
tries of the world, and "No. 1 hard" of money in the hands of the western
farmer, this year,' and prosperity for
Is without doubt the best, wheat In the
market today. When It Is considered Western Canada as a whole. Itfwili be
years before Europe will make up ur- 4bat the three hundred and forty-thre- e
In
agricultural production,
reiirs
million four hundred and seventy-three- ,
caused by' the enforced Idleness und
thousand bushel crop of 1915 was from
wholesale destruction, ami Western
I only, eleven million acres of her hunpart' in filling
dreds of millions of acres, It gives an fuñada will play a big
void.
the
idea of what her future will be.
result of the continued shortage
It Is felt,' however, that on- account In The
cattle, the future price of beef and
of the great money there wlll": undoubtedly .be in growing wheat during the solution of the perplexing problem
of feeding the world nre vital quesffie next few years there is o possibility that farmers may be tempted to tions uppermost in the minds of mnny
drop the growing of coarser grains, thinking people today.
There is no doubt that the wide
which might result In less stock being
raised." Every effort Is being made by acres of Western Canada can, and will,
be made to play an Important part in
the Agricultural Departments of the
'
varióos Provinces to impress on the bringlug nbout a proper "balance in
supply
and
demnnd. In the northern
frfrmers that forage crops and coarse
parts of Manitoba and Saskatchewan
feed in abundance mean production of
In Alberta afe may thousands
flesh and milk, and that In the long und
s
run the great future of the Western f acres of. the richest pasture In the
Provinces lies In mixed farmlne which world, well watered and treated by the
These rolling
will found her prosperity on a more sunniest of climates.
hills for the greater part are still unenduring basis.
Mixed farming has always been the peopled, and untrodden 'by the hoofs
rule In the Eastern Provinces where the of 'domestic animals;
One of the causes 'assigned for the
formntlon of the land Invites variety
is the reducof crop, but It has not been as common decline In
In the Western Provinces, though the tion In the areas available for grazing
practice has grown In recent years. on account of so mnny big ranches beExperiHitherto the man mining wheat from ing converted into farms.
ments
Al'conducted
Vermilion,
at
soil
rich
purchased
has
the
most of his
household food and necessities, his berta, would rather go to show that
energies being devoted to getting every the old grazing grounds were too large,
possible bushel of grain out of every am that the feeding Is really better
foot of his land, and he has paid prices when the animal is confined to n comfor his sufiplles that have made a big paratively limited area, providing the
dent In his profits,. It has now dawned pasturage is of the right kind and
on him that he can raise vegetables there is plenty of' water, Advertise',
and poultry, and supply his own table; ment.
that with very little effort he can rnise
Brief Respite. .
a lot of garden produce and in a very
"Congratulate me,!' said Mr.
simple manner solve his own problem
,
of the cost of living. Further, thnt
'
'
"What for?"
,
there is an increasing market for do;
''''I'm out of debt. I've just paid the
mestic necessities such as poultry,
eggs, butter, milk and cheese, which last bill I owed."
v
"I do congratulilte you', How, long
command very high prices, and that
of debt?"
there are other roads to prosperity do you expect to stay-ou"That- depends .on the trolley car
besides that through the wheat field.
Mrs. Dubwalte has just
Jn 1916 Canada imported 7,989,209 schedules.
pounds of butter, most of it from as telephoned, me that she ' is headed for
'
far away as New Zealand, and for (lie J town."
first time in 00 years failed to ship
lmtfrni tft KnMnnil n (Vulrtttlnn fluo tn
UPSET" STOMACH
the home consumption, which is estiV
mated to be increasing at the rate of
,
$3,000,000 worth a year, being greatFAPE'S QIAPEPSIN AT ONCE ENDS
ly in excess of the increased supply.
SOURNESS, GAS, ACIDITY,
This condition has brought about n
INDIGESTION.
change In farming methods that Is far- Inreaching, and will result In greaUy
Dont stay upset I When meals dont
creased production all round of the fit and you belch gas, acids and undi
necessities demanded by? the home gested food. When yon feel lumps of
inai acu
?'
pafn, flatulence, heartburn
, indigestion

LAUD

OF VEALTI1

...

1-

.

-

i

wheat-producin- g

"

"

,

,

stock-raisin-

g

,

Dub-waits- .

v

,

t

Natural Resource.
One of the most Important. consider-- '
ations to the farmer Is fuel. In northern Manitoba, Saskatchewan' and Alberta, where portions of the country
are well wooded, the settler has little
difficulty In getting all the wood he
requires nd thousands of men find
employment
in the winter- - cutting
wood, Which Is shipped all over the
prairie portions of the provinces.
There Is an abundance ff coal
throughout the country. It is estimated that the coal deposits 1n Aihertu
cover over 81,000 square miles and
represent an available tonnage of over
ten hnndred thousand million tons,
while those In Saskatchewan cover an
s
area of 13,000 miles, containing over
59,000,000 tons. In Mnnitobn the coal
reserve Is not as large, but even there
160,000,000 tons is considered a conservative esnnte, At the present time
4tiQ flfmwltd ova fitllv
t a
small extent.1 but there is no doubt that
they will be a great feature In upbuilding the country and will exercise a
,

ttmi-ko-

powerful influence on Its commerce.
It Is a common thing in the coal districts for farmers to get their coal
supply off their own farm. Near Edmonton, for example, the farmers not
only supply themselves, but they ajr-r- y
coal to the city market and find It

All EPITOPE

FOREIGN

Reports from Omsk state that the
Russian goveajimeut there has accepted an offer from Japan of men, money
and arms to settle the Bolshevlkl difficulties.;
'The DutdY steamer Rick, Rotterdam to Bergen, struck a mine and
CONDENSED , RECORD OF TH E sank three miles off the Norwegian
coast. The crew was saved and has
PROGRESJ OF EVENTS AT
landed at Chrlstlanstad..
"
HOME AND ABROAD.
,
The Poles have refused- - the Oermun
demnnd to withdraw troops from the
Posen province, but on the contrary,
have called all Poles of militnry ago
ALL
to tho colors to defend that territory.
King Alfonso of Spain has definitely decided to visit South America, acSAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE
cording to reports. He will go' to
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
liuenos Aires, Montevideo and Rio
'
Jauelro, It is said, but the dute of the
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
v
voyage has not; yet been fixed.
British Hlr raids iimhi German towns
WMtffrn Newnpapar Union NeV Rervlr.
and military objectives during the
last twelve months of the wur were
WESTERN
Because of the prevalence of Influ- nearly five times tts numerous as tlie
enza, the government of Victoria has total number of air raids made by
ordered every person appearing on Cernmiiy ovef Great Britain during
the streets or in public gatherings to more than four years of. war,.
Admiral Viscount Jelllcoe' book on
wear a mask.
The Kern County Service Men's As- the naval operations of the war which
Is now published settles at last the
sociation, with a memiierslilp of nearly 100 discharged soldiers, sailors und "mystery" of Lord Kitchener's death
matines, announced Its organization at by staling that the cruiser Hampshire
simk'after striking a moored mine of
Bakersfleld, Cal.
t
the type laid by the German.
F. J. Cassidy, !!8 years old, alleged
At a conference between British
editor Of the International Weekly, u
manufacturers,
British importers and
raidorgan,
radical
whose offices were
representatives of American
shoe
ed by Ihe police, is In jail at Seattle
manufacturers on agreement has been
on an open charge.
reached by which 'American (hid BritGovernor Ernest Lister quit his post ish firms dealing In bocrts and shoes
as governor of the state of Washing- can start competition on an equal
ton and In a letter to Lieut. Uov. basis.
Louis K. Hart requested the Jatter to
Christian Donhnuser, the German
take over the reins of government.-- .
nvlutor who shot 'down Lieut. Quenlln
About 300 orange growers of the Sn'i Roosevelt over the German lines on
armed, the western front, was killed Jan. ,'!
Oabriel valley, many of tlu-drove from this vicinity 35 Hussiuns last, according to word ironi Ben
Including four women, ulloged to have tBraker, who was stationed at a fiyliig
attempted to Intimidate Mexican or- field in Germany, and who 'iuiuis. .10
ange pickers.
have witnessed the death of the German.
,
An extensive development of ship"The strength of Britain.. movebuilding und a wide expansion of maritime Industry in all of Its branches ment'" a national temperance
Is looked for by shipping interests of
has sent to President Wilson
the Pacific coast with the return to and t lie people of. the United States
thc,world of normal peace conditions. a message of congratulation pn "the
ratification of the liquor prohibition
". Harlan Talbert, secretary of the
Oregon Socialist party, anil four other amendment to the constitution, the
liien were arrested at Portland charged greatest legislative act since the days
with violation of the newly enncted of Lincoln."
The Havas agency gives out a statestate criminal syndicalism law, by the
distribution of alleged seditious litera- ment by Viscount; (,'hinda, the Japanese ambassador to Great Britain,. who
ture.
Lieut Col. William Thaw, who now is representing his country at
achieved fame as the- commander of the pence conference In J'aris, declar
the Ijifaj'tte esquudiiUe, will report ing the reports to be untrue that Japat Rockwell field for duty as execu- an lifls exercised pressure on China
tive officer, Jt was announced at S:in toxrestrain the action of the Chinese
Diego by Lif ut. Col. Harvey P.urwell, delegation to the conference.
Few large 'cities of the countries
commanding officer.
William O. McAdoo, former secre- .that were engaged In the war have
tary of the trenrfury, announced at been less affeoted by it thnn the anSanta Iliuiiara the organization of a cient capital of Greece. Free entirely
new law firm, of which he is .the from the menace of air raids aiid hosOtlfer members tile bombardment, and participating
principal
member.
are Joseph P. Cotton of New York, actively In the war for comparatively
(eorge S. Fra'uklln of New York and. only a short time, Athens is. today in
Frailéis II. 'McAdoo, son Of the former all essential features exactly as It
r
days.
was in
secretary.
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Swift & Company went into the pro-dubusiness because they saw .a
crying need for the kind of service they
'
were equipped to perform.

ce

The produce business was in chaps.
Collecting, transportation, preparation
and distribution was hit or miss,
with delay, deterioration and loss on

-

'

every hand.
The farmer was at the mercy of an,
uncertain, localized market He had
no way of reáching through to the
people who needed what he was
raising for them. There was no premium 'upon improving his stocks, for
' grading was lax or lacking.
The consumer had to accept produce
that,' as a rule,had no known responsible name behind it. He had no way
of knowing how lóng the eggs or the
butter he was buying had been lying
around in miscellaneous lots in the back
room of a country store. Much of the
poultry 'was not properly refrigerated
before shipment or properly protected
by refrigeration in transit.
Swift & Company's initiative brought
system to this chaos. Their organiza-

'

'

organ-Inztlo-

,

.

-

Secretary Polk announced
at tho Slate Ijpnrtment that the
United Slates now had accepted" formally the proposal of the Japanese
government in regard to plans for the
restoration of railway traffic' in.
'
Siberia.
To maintain facilities for training
merchant seamen, the Shipping Board
hasidccldod to turn sijf of the wooden
cargo "steamers built during Hie war
Into training ships. More than 8S,0tK)
men have applied to take the training
courses, and it Is planned Jo add deep-secruises to the curriculum.
Secretary of Slate Laiming in a
statement Issued flays, the government
of the l.'nllcl States welcomes- the
union of the Serbian, .Croatian and
Slovenian peoples.
Representation before the society
of nations .for the farmers of the
world was demanded by the national
board of farm organizations in semi.,
annual conference ut Washington.
a

.

Navalvjvlatlon experts are planning

Pet-rogra-

,

.

.

,

:'

,

in

vas demanded,'
Now the farmer has a daily cash
market in' touch with the nation's
needs with better prices. Standardi- zation make better produce more
profitable. More consumers are served
with better, fresher, finer foodstuffs.

'

Acting

experience

Tar-reachi- ng

.

SPORT President Charles A. Coniiskey announced that the Chicago American
League baseball team will ti'ain at
Mineral Wells, Texas, this year. The
team will leayf Chicago Maroh 21.
With the sigiuiig of a Detroit contract by Catcher Kdward Alusinith,
President .Naviu of the iocnl American

WASHINGTON

and,

tion, equipment,

handling perishable food products were
already adjusted to the task. Their
refrigerator cars, branch houses, cen-- :
connections,
tral points,
trained sales force, supplied just what

pro-vn-

That Salt Lake City will not only
be on the aerial mall route between
the East and San Francisco, but that
it will be a terminal of a branch from
this city to Seattle Is assured, according to advices received by William II.
Swanson froni Frederick' Porter, chairman of the membership committee of
the Pacific Aero Club.-

& Company Handle

Poultry, Eggs, Better arJ Clísese
v. ;
'.,.'.'"

'

to cross the Atlantic. Commander
John H. Powers was ordered to take
or headache yoncan get instant relief, charge of "the development of. plans
ami assembly of materials and personnel for the proposed flight."
Adoption of the motor truck delivery system under direction of the
I'ostofflce Department as a means of
putting the farmer In closer touch
with lHitikeJs I s advocated by Assistant. Postmaster (ieneral Itlakslee.
From the signing of the armistice
to Feb. 8, líST.ÍfíÜ American troops In
France and (reat ' Britain had embanked for Ihe Culled States,- Willie
up to1 the 10th of February U7,4.")4 ot;
V
fleers and l,(Hi!),110 men hud be,en do-- ,
Total armobilized in this country.
No waiting! Pape's Diapepsln will rivals of oversea H troops up to Feb. 7
put you on your feet As'soon as yon were 215,7 10. ,
eat one of these pleasant, harmless
A great progrom, or massacre, jof
tablets all the indigestion, gases, acid- Jews Is expected In Russia at any
ity and stomach distress ends. Your, time now, 1H O, A. Simons, former
druggist sells theni. Ady.
pastor of the Methodist church in
'told members of the Senate
'
Sure- Sign of Serious illness.
f committee investigating .Bolshevlkl ac'.'Somebody must' be very sick in tivities.
'
there."'
The total cost of the, war to ail belyon
makes
tnluk sor" ',
."What
ligerents, Including the central powers,
"I saw a doctor go in."
was placed at $193,000,000,000 by Sec"But perhaps It's nothing serious."
retary Baker In an address at the
"It must be. They're
American women's "victory diuner" in
folks and don't believe Jn calling in a Washington.
This estimate, the secdoctor untll tkt patient la almost retary said, was based on figures just
.
dead."
t
compiled by the war college.
.

,

OF

Nothing suffers from this save

inefficiency, which has no claim upon
public support.

League Club announced Ihe unconditional release of Catcher Kddle Spencer.
Binlawd, l!:0a, winner of the
Transylvania at Lexington last fall,
sold for $0,000 tit Springfield, ""Ohio,
d
being purchased, by W. J. Myers.
will be raced again this year by
Trainer Frank Hendrick.
Kd Lewis qf Lexington",' Ky., challenger for the heavyweight wrestling
championship
and Joe Steelier of
Dodge, Neh., the former champion,
Are matcJie'd to hieet In a finish eon-teerf Chicago March 3 for a purse
of .10,IN".

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

Bin-lan-

L

.
-Reasonable.
A
Individual stopped
beside a trench where a little man and
'
GENERAL
, "
n big man were employed.
Noticing
BaWaMMaMaaa
Careful survey of food prices cover- tftat the first was bard at It, while the
ing a period of tl.lrty days shows the other was doing a lot of soldiering, lie
li It'll cost o
living has taken Its first said: ';Vou ought to be ashamed of
big drop.
yourself to let the little man doH the
"
A wotid shortage of gasoline waits work."
"Why
he?" retorted the big
shouldn't
for
corner
the
just around the
world, according to Mark L. fellow; "he's the nearest to It."
Your Veterinarian can stamp
Rcqua, Standard Oil official, who has
them out with Cutter's
Scour Serum and Cutter's Germ
been directing the oil division activGRIN'S .aSgUST FLOWER
Free Blackleg Filtrate and Aggressin,
ities of the Fuel Administration.
Has been used for all, ailments that
or Cutter's Blackleg Fills.
0
German ships of approximately
are ccused by a disordered stomach
Ak him about thm. If he
tons flyig the American flug and and inactive liver, such as sick headhasn't our literature, write to us for
furnishing the United States un addi- ache, constipation, sour stomach,
information on these products.
capacity of more nervous indigestion,, fermentation of
tional
than 00,t MM) men a month, will be ready food, palpitation of the heart caused by
to put to sea in tlie. next few weeks.
gases In the stomach. August Flower
Berkeley, Cal., or Chicago, 111.
Is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
Aii American newspaper pifliiishe4
in Germany wus discovered when i) both in Stomaoh and Intestines, cleans
group of soldiers In llie city of Mayen milt sweetens the stomach and alimen- BA1R CKOTO
were found reading the Fourth 'Corpa tary canal, stimulates the liver to se- IwutaKL AN'fON e 1UU,
Boaldsr, Culo.
weekly, put crete the bile and impurities from the
liare. It is a
blood. Sold, In all civilized conntriea
out by members of the Fourth Corpi
artillery park, And it is ajreal news- Give it a trial. Adv.
paper. In addition to items on the
Is the child of
latest society, news, the four pages include a column of wireless picked up egotism, however unwilling the offby the powerful radio operated at spring may- be to acknowledge tlie All
drünUti: Botp X, Olntmmt X A 60, Tuloom BV
'
'Collieiii by the 310 Field "Signal bat- parent."
Hmrl irnob fns of -- OMtran, Dnl B, I
':'
t
talion.
Ymi have probably observed that
Wight people were killed and an entire business block is In flames as a wi"n some persons speak their minds.
rlAlR BALSAM
.
result of a terrific explosion at Platt-vill- thVy don't say much.
A toilet prtMfeioB t mmit,
toflTevdtcat41n4ra(,
Rlpn
Wis., Feb. 8.
ForRawtocin
Cnír d
Humbugs nre gilded coins of plausi, W. D. Chllds, for many years chief
0a swkI f m t
representative of the Western Union bility from the mint of deception.
:

st

i

Cnlf
Enemias
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WHITE SCOURS
BLACKLEG '

motor-propell-

V

Anti-Ca-

lf

100,-00-

.

,

troop-curryin- g

The Cutter Laboratory

?:X!L7
llOS--

foiir-pug-

e

LetCuticuraBa

"Super-sensitivene- ss

fcBeaütyDcidér

,

e,

'

'

imi-vg- t

Telegraph Company in' Russia, is dead
bf starvation in Petrograd.
Following much shooting and
battles on tops of freight
cars eighteen men were arrested at
Monroe, Mich., by the state constabulary on the charge of whisky smuggling.
Several hundred quarts Of
'
liquor were confiscated.
hand-to-han- d

:

u

um

Iye, fofo"
r
ture to Sss, Dssl ind ftlnl
quickly reliertd by K orine
tyiBewdy. No Smarting,
lutt y Comfort
At
Vour DrugwH or by mail tOc per Bottle.
For Biok si lot Fys free writs
Murlna Cy Remedy
Cblcat.
i-

llllt: 'IKUiH: iiiiii:!
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SPECIAL FUNDS OF THE VILLAGE OF ROY, X. i.
i C emetery Association.
Amounts received during the year ending peceniber 31st, 1918 and frorn what
'

CCÜSERVATÍ3U

'

EXFlAEEDJav.

RULES

sources.

.

t

,

1

.

Amounts received from cemetery lots
Amount received by refund from the frenara! Treasury
Total Receipts for the year of 1918
......
expenditures for the year ending Dt?c. gl, 11H8.
Amcunt on hand January 1st, 1919,
Water Works Fund
- i
Amounts received and from what'sourees.
Check received from Otis Son & Co., a deposit on Bonds.
Roy
Trust and Sayings Bank..
Interest on the funds deposited with
Total amoun on hand December 31, 1918,
.,
Exnenditurfis NONE.
Report of the Treasurér of the Villaifeof Roy, "New Mexico! '
The following is the Financial Report of Jhe Village of Roy New
'
1918. '
for the fiscal yeajr ending December-31- ,
r.
Amounts received and from what source.
'..
Amounts received for dog licences
Amount received for Retail Liquor licenses
..
Amount received for General Mdse. and other licenses.. .f .......
:
Amount received for Impounding fees
Amount received for Building Permits
.
Amount received for Fines
Amount received for Taxes.returned by the County.:.......,
...f..'.
,
Amount received for Cemetery lot.....
u.
!....:...
Amount received for Over Deposit ...

FGgEESHEBS'

Roy Waterworks
Bond Issue,

$

.

o

25.00
5.00
30 .00

"

amount of the levy provided in sections five und "seven hereof may be reduced any year or years the amount
actually , on deposit in paid "Water
Works "Bonds of 1918 Fund'Vdevived
from such rentals end interest, provided that the reduction in the amount
of the levy shall never rcduco, said
"Water Works Bonds of 1918 Fund'r
b!ov the amount required td.be
by sections five and seven here-

unto enabling and in pursuance of an
ordinance of said .village, duly adopted, published and made a law of said
to the issuance of this
village pri'-bon(
and Nit is hereby, certified and
recited nliat all the requirements of
law have been fully complied with by
the prbper oflicers of said village in the
issue of this bonL and that the total
debt of suid village, including that of
this bond, does not exceed any limit
of indebtedness prescribed by the constitution or laW3 of the State of New
Mexico, and that provision has been
made for the levy and collection of n
annual tax upon all taxable property
within such village sufficient te pay
the interest on and to extinguish the
principal of jthis bond when the same

Ordinance

No. 22, 1919.
FINAL ORDINANCE

NONE

An Ordinance providing for the issuance of negotiable coupon bonds of
the Villagé of RoyState of New Mex
of.
$1500.00 ico, to the amount of $45,000.00 for
3.75 the construction of a1 water ' works
Section 11. That this ordinance, and
$1503.75 system in and for said villaje, pre
all thd provisions hereof, are and shall
be irrcpcalable until the indebtedness
scribing the form of sail bonds and of
'
- Two obstacles to effldont lexnru-tloherein mentioned and created shall
coupons thereto annexed,
the
interest
&f the government's food couser
Mexico,
Have been fully paid aqd discharged.
providing foe the levy of an annual
vatio phns b!I fair .to disappo&r Us
Section 12. That all ordinances and
tax to pay the interest on said bonds,
the work of the International Instiresolutions, nd parts thereof, in con25.00 and Ho, provide a sinking fund for the
tute, the division of the. Young W
flict with this ordinance are hereby
900.00 discharge of tfie principal thereof at becomes due.
''
,497.25 maturity, and fixing the other details
The faith and credit of 'the village repealed.
men's Christian Association dovlssd
43.25 of the issue,
Section 13. That this ordinance
of Rct are- hereby pledged for the
to deal with prcblefna of foreign-bor13.50
WIÍEREAá, at ,an election- called ptmctftml payment of the principal and shall take. effect and be in full force-frowomen, extends its work.
'
15.50
held in the Village of Roy, County interest jof this bond.
and
and after ñts pussage and ap234.6L
San Antonio hatbeon the center
board proval.
the
WHEREOF
New
Mexico, on the
m wrrfoSS
of Mora, State of
r
5.00
of this type oí wó'rk In the South
Village of Roy has J
1.25 2nd day of April, 1918, in all respects of trustees of'the
Tassed and approved this 3rd day
' wfcst, but recent trips of sectional
in strict compliance with the consti- caused this bonq to oe biku j
.
:
leaders through Texas disclosed
$1735.00 tution and laws of the State of New mayor and clerk o said village, under of February, 1919.
,
Total amount receded from all sotirces..f.
Mexico, more than a majority of. the the seal of the tillage and counterthe fact that the number ot;,omea A mmint fcvnended nnd for what DUrDOSes:
F. S. BROWN, Mayor.
legal
002.55 qualified electors of said vil!age,N.who signed by its treasurer, as of tho first
advice
and
including
labor
salaries
for
expended
Amount
in Tezas who speak Bohemian is
4
Attest:
5.00 had paid a property tax therein dur1918.
D.,
expended for refund to the Cemetery fund
A.
ofrNovember,
Amount
dav
only by the tíúmber speaklos
40.00 ing the preceding year, .voted affirmaMayor.
.
Amount expended for Preliminary Survey by Vincent Jones
MELVILLE FLORSHEIM. .
'
53.48
.
Spanish.' Women of neither of these Amount expended for Advertising Water Bonds
tively for the .issuance, of negotiable Attest!
i '
(Seal)
.
V
Village Clerk.
to
including
board
expenses
General
for
expended
Rationalities hare hitherto cooper; Amount
183.40 coupon bonds of saidvillage to the
.
ouarantined families ..
d thoroughly
and . understanding
for
aggregate
amount of$45,000.00
Village Clerk.
4.71
-- 4
expended for Printing...,
vitli the' food conservation program. Amount
5.95 the purpose of providing funds. ftr the Countersigned:
.............
u
Amount expended ior leiegrams
'i
i
54.00 construction of a water works system
This has been du-- solely to the fo': Amount expended for City Lots to the Roy Trust & Savings Bank ...
fencing
and
cemetery
and
In
land
village,
said
on
for
and
" Villaga Treasurer,
they have not understood the plans. Amount expended for final payment
Noted, Tried, Experienced
70.20
WHEREAS, it is necessary to now
to E. P. Erveijy-..-.-- .
(FORM OF COUPON)
Continuation of policies, horetoforo
5.00
bond3
and
fcco.bo
expended for Treasurer's Bond
said
prescribe
of
the
form
Amount
r
nit ii
Nor:
' May ' .
adoptad pronpiset acceptable transía
.UO
nnnaxv
..vmo
Amnunt exoended for 'Christmas Tree.....
- 1 ra id !
v"cw
nivitv ,1,vvuiwií
,
sfions, into the taneuages wrt,h wiilc'i Amount expended for.General Improvements,..
-- n,,,
JUU.U.
n.t
ilia
Jflla
On the 1st day of November, A. D.,
the 8 women are familiar, of the food
If you want the servfees of an
issue. '
19...
$1559.75
31,
, tKe Village of Roy, Mora counI0l8,...:.
ending
Dec.
the
year
expended
during
!
Total amount
ojiuerration program.
Be
0rda!n.l
it
bearer
THEREFORE,
WW
pay
wilt
the
'
Mexico,
New
Recapitulation
SALESMAN
ty;
,
:
by thf Board of Trustees of the Vil- Thirty
The other obstacle la the w
:
of Amount on hand January 1st as per 1917 report..:.
nl flo;100 Dollars, in gold '.vhose' work has always proven
',25:1
New Mexico:
....
lage of Roy, State--f
the food program; is the inflexibility Amount received from 11 sources as above stated....
coin of the United States of lAmerlca,
satisfactory, it will make you
purpose
of
for
th
That
Section
1.
equal to the present standard
of--r
f appetltles. Foods raflat be some
....confunds
necessary
receipts
?J9-Bproviding
plus
for
baiikihg
Bulance
the
Money to consult me before makof weight and fineness, at the
wht like, in taste, those formerly Less, expense P&id during the year..'.
;
structing a water works system irt and house of Chase National Bank, in the ing:
your SALE DATES. v
4, or, in general, the 'foreign bora,
or the ViUage of Roy, County of Mora, City of New York, U. S. A., be'ng six
?
orafga language1 speakincr women of
Balance otThand January 1st, 1919,
No Sale too Near or too Far.'
State of New Mexico, there, shall be months' interest on Rpy Water Wv ks
T;ta will avoid thew. To this prob
and hereby is ordered and directed to Bond, Series of November 1, 1918.
I, O. W. Hearn, Treasurer of the Village of Roy, New Mexico, do herefew the Young Women's Christian
be issued the negotiable coupon bonds
ll
of
No Sale too Larpe or Small, ,
account
and
signature)
correct!
.
true
a
is
statement
by certify that the above
ew Mexico, for tfie of said Village of Rpy to the aggregate
Association i directing the" attention moneys received and paid out ty the village of Roy,
amount' of Forty Five Thousand and
f Us speuialists and immediaU r
Village Treasurer. ,
You can have SALE BILL
fiscal year beginning January 1st. 19lá
TsVitlO Dollars. Said bonds shall be
'
now
4. That the mayor and vilseem guaranteed. mJU
Section
Mexico,
this
printed
New
Roy,
and make (fates at the
in
my
offce
designated "Roy 'Wat Works. Bonds;
Subscribed nd sworn to before me at
'
lage cleri; ofsad Village of Roy are Spanish-America- n
1, 1918," i hall be
November
of
Series
Office.
ithe 4th day of February, A,. V.,
and directed to
F, H. FOSTER,
AMERICAN PHONE. GIRLS
(SEAL)
forty five in number, numbered from hereby authorized
'
such
in
prepared
Jti!tice of the Peace.
be
fondas
one tú forty five, both inclusive, and cause to
HELPING DEFEAT GERMANS
provisions herethe
with
comply
will
of the denomination of $1,000.00 each;
coupons hereinbefort
called Saturday shall bear date, November 1, 1918, and of, the bonds andwhen so prepared said
C'hristman
Jim
American girls of the Signal Cotuj
Headache
Terrible
That
and
described,
become due and payable on the
re godsends to Amerken army
to see if he was to Jte 'one of the shall day
;
executed by being sign
of November, 1948, the abso- bond shall bemayor,'
first
Do vou have periodic attacks of the
attested, by said
delinqthe men always gk for opersaid
stopped
for
lute date of maturity of raid bonds, ed hi
accompanied by .sickness of papers that
countersigned by its
und
clerk,
ators who can speak English," writes headache
village
paybonds
be
shall
and each of.sakl
He wasn't.
the stomach or vomiting, a sallow skin uency,
the corporate
the secretary of the Yotmg Woáeii
able at the option of the Viflage of' village treusfrrer, witn
nd dull eyes ? If so, you can get quick
impressed thereon,
Roy at any time before the maturity mil of said village
Chrisin Association at Taris, relief by taking Chamberlain's TabIrs. Elmer Neal inissed her thereof, afXer the- first day of Novem- and each of the interest coupons thereFrance, who is tn charge' of the home lets as directed for biliousness, and
'
'
to annexed shall be, executed by the
S-last week anr came in try- ber, 1938.
wlmre the girts .from the UnilHd you may be able to Stvold these attack?
ot
lithographed
, signature
2.
sliaill
he
bonds
...
That
said
Section
each
was
subscription.
She
if you observe the directions with
ing to pay
Btto are tlrln'g'
village treasurer of said village,
the
and
bear
shall
payable
to
bearer,
Sjh
already welJ ahead, aiMÍ- - got an
adds: "In Paris th'y havu package.
from date, thereof at the rate and after their execution said bonds
'
nvMr own hostess houne. Ttw ar
extra.,
ef six per centum per annum payable shall be delivered to the purchaser of
on the 1st days of May the same from the board of trustees
' 7
?I.ndid war workers. Tlrey must
each year which in of said Village of Roy, upon the payDecember,
Kmrnh fluently In order lo
I and
Scrappy Pa'r.
atallments of interest to date of ma ment of the purchase price therefor,
rome on this mission, m thre aii
Wto."
"I wits slniil'.winil Inm i
&
turity of principal shall bl evidenced and the proceeds "derived from the sale
many who have come 'through, pure
til ti1 wiilnwiTi "I ni;in !'it iiníí had hy appropriate coupons anexed to each of said bonds, shall be placed in a spes .
.
He wishe he had!
.
' '
,'sire to give patriotic swviie and anil dii's."
f
"tud,
both principal and interest cial fund, to be used solely for the purand
the
on
To
Loan, on Farms
Oiany who never did telanhone work
íiEFERENCL:S:- yaaJl le payable in gold coin of the pose of pay ins the cost of construct; ;
nniif tly undertook th4. Some are Mesa Ibimediately!
of America, of or equal ing a water works system in and for
States
United
Bank,
Roy
Savings
and
Trust
beéra
drop'
3taveIf those who
o4!cK girtt, some are
U the present standard bf weight and said village.
see
ii yon neea a
Hoy,
N. M.
' " Jn the. UnHel teaoliare.lev.
Section-slffill
That there .shall be
be payable at the
ped are as anxious- lo get back fineness, and
Stale, mr
1918 to
from
year
Bank,
each
hereafter
ied
National
Chase
of
salting
bouse
Co."
Roy
and
Realty
Loan
Bank,
live
Citizens
State
,
at th twt'M hmise.
fan
as most of our irsKiilar readers in the City of New York, U. S. A. , 'IM7, both year inclusive, upon all the
but. men oome fw anjaii.
M
ftíilIs.N.
éim
to be dropped; they will
n6t
are
bonds
Village
of
said
property
within
said
3.
taxable
That each
Section
fug room is wwk1 wftN mn and Frank L. Schultz, or F.O. White,
and' each of the interest coupons there- of Roy, a tax sufficient to produce the
come across.
women in a 4ewildei-iitni-mm of
to annexed, shall be in substantially sum of Two Thousand Seven Hundred
mere are, to napiT a few,
rJwrruR,
Doilies, annually, for" the
and
the following form,
Othe doctors, the Red Cron
nurses,
purpose of paying the interest on taid
(Form of rmd7
.
h
I
uonos.
(the Y. M. O. A., tee Y.
'
A.
. United
'
States of America."
Ci.
Subscribe Now io the
the
Section
That
on
uW of
first
workers, the men with f.hir Ued Tii- State of New Mexico, County of Mora
Í May,
1918, if sufficient tax hasVnot
t
Village of Roy
'igle and the wotmwi wnarlng tha
been collected to pay interest due on
ROY WATER WORKS BOND
n w,
Blue TriaigHe."
,
said date on said bonds; the deficiency
Series of November 1, 1918.
'
$1,000.00 shall be paid out of the general fuml
N'.
OUD TIME" BICYCLE HAS
The Villa 'e of Roy in the County of tax of said village, which said fund
AGAIN BECOME POPULAR
Mora and State of New Mexico, hereby to the amount so paid ihall be reim- '
N. M.
Santa Fe,
acknrrtv'lcdges itself to be indebted and bursed as Soon as sufficient tax is
frovis-ion- s
One
to
pay
bearer
in
to
accordance
promises
with
Tours, France. "Kvejy
the
hereby,
one hera
50ca month, $6.00 a year
0
Dollars, in gold
Thousand and
of, sect ion live hereof.
rides a bike, including Nhe secre-tericoin of the United States o f America,
Section 1. That for the purpose óf
of the-oung Women's Chris- of or equal tó the present standard of providing u sinking fund for, the re,t
" ,
Aamlition," writen M!V lístüer,j
Thres&ipg:
Suitable for
A
uniifht and fineness, fur value receiv demption of said bonds at maturity
ftieght. ijcretary of the H out ene
'
D.,
A.
i
November,
there, shall be levied each year between
or Tractor.
ed. on the- 1st day of
House for Aiuerk-aWomen In Toui.
1948, with interest thereon at the ratei 1923. and' 1947 both veara inclusive.IháinV
W(s SleKit, who a4eiMled Syracus;
oí six per centum, per annum, payable !upon.aii the taxable nroDertv within
1
1'niversitjr, aid was a8siting in the!
on the 1st days of May Sijd VillaKC o5 ftoy,
NOT overhauled, NEW" vj
tax sufficient to
ana
in fcii ycai, upun
).n0 turn of Uno Thousand
wjr work at Charieston, S. C, at the
iNovemiier,
liotly built' for Traveling nrf Sleeping Car.. als
sentation ,aii(l surrender of the annex ERht Hundred and
fitue of hr uppointmont to work In
0
Dollars
suitable for a Delivery Wagam.
éd coupons and thi bord as they ser annually.
';
Frane, adds that Vlrs. James s.
liecome-tlueboth p incipal and
erally
Section ft. Tliut the annual ta:frs
Ciishman, chairman of the Waf Work
interest payable at.flte baii!vfg house provided in sectionjr- - five and seven
Council, presented och of Uie Hdh,
of Chase, National Bank, in. the City of hereof shall be extended upon the 'tax
tcK liiiimet with a,god old'
New York, U. S. A.
rols and collected ,py the same officers
Anmrican-inadi
,All tlieoilicialnews ot llui
.
of Roy reserves the in the same maiThei ifnd (at the same
"bike'
;
'
.
'
"Automobiles are needed ' for the!
;n...
.ni,n,..,l
risrni, nowever, to pay ami leuetm tins ,;
..State Capital appears first
maturity
the
before
bond
any
time
at
army.
gaolinp, or 'eaunce' ,.
fw Rui(rviIll
uv
in each "of
inths Santa Fc New Mexican
-'
thereof, after the first .day of Noyem- - 'carg mentionci,
es ,wc now call It, is expensive. W'a
sa;( iiec(lons are
"
'
nor,
v.,
.
a.
'
. ail
extended and 't'ollecied.
always ruining short on it, just
"
A4J the fresh politic,)! gossip
This bond is issued' by the board frf
it t
wuvuvii v,
i. iwA.do our Biit?nr supply.- - Conse-- '
i,
rui nimia UUllVCll
:
oflie State Capital 'appnars'
,'irom the. taxes , mentioned
we depend on other ources
ant to and by authority of a vote of fl
....
first in the SantaJe New Mex
,
of uowe-rand habitually cyrle from-our
the qualified electoi s of said village
.
on
viHage
said
hoskias houses to the foyers, go
held
in
can.
at an electioir
'JVater Works Bondsi of. 1918 Fund
,
v
the 2nd day of April, 1918, for, the which shall Hfe
ciiil. rooms at the factories, ímd to
,
irrevertiblyjpledge"d
and
purpose of securing funds for the con- - used
!
vtho rocroation park on (he Loire,"
A
folely
th
for
payment
of inter
Btruction of a water works system
The activitifs of all patriotest and principal of said bonds, when
to be owned7 managed and operaWii ,'
orgftmzntiois. are reported
ic
i...
y the village under the authority of bection 10. That if said Village
S1D,0CÍ
Us. 1 Terms, 8 months no interest
j and in
full conformity with the con-- I of Roy
fully in the Santa Fe Now
shall dei ive any revenue, above
) o cent discount for cash over $JO. inndercash.
stitution of the State of New Mexico
Mexican. v
the cost of maintenance and operation,
and in full conformity with, the pro- from
rental
from
suit
water works
visions of Chapter ."6 of the laws of.
system or from interest cu the accuthe State f New .Mexico njrsed at'
All Authentic news of the'
the first regular session of the State mulated sinking fund, und the stime
over
War, received
(ireat
be
placed
to
the
'
credit of the said
(Article XI, Chapter
Legislature
j LXXV,
leased wire, from the Associof the Code' "Of 1915 of the "Water Works BonJis of 1918 Fund"
State of New Mexico) and all other mentioned in section nine hereof, and
ated I'ross is presented inth
laws of the State of New Mexico ther 1 actually on deposit therein, the
Safila Fe New Mexican,
'
Y. W. C. A. DOING SPECIAL WORK
''AMONG BOHEMIANS ANO SPAN-!- ,
IARDS TO HELP GOVERN-- ,
MENT.

30.00
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semi-annuall- y,

,

k

50,000.00
.

'

w,-in-
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'
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No'-lO-

to-wi- t:'

f

at. March 1st

W..

At 2 o'clock, P. M. I will Sell

wen-kmy-

i

--

at

e

1Ppn

rlUlU

Sania Fe

I

New Mexican

Public Auction

i

O

,

.No-10-

Get Your

ri,ne

RmVIV rlULU

'

rcrw

-

News From

i

semi-annuall-

Ijeadquarters

,

No-10-

,

'

.

rea-ljahl-

i

Tailoring and
Cleaning Outfit;
:
1 Tailor's and one Family Setoing Machine.
Good Cook Stove and othér
Household Articles.
A Complete

oer

j

'

'

''

IZi

Z-S-

'
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G. BERGQVIST,
Ñ. Ri:
U: d r Í.0 O R, Hall,'loy,

i

-

;;

j.1

f7kTTC;rf

can tell vou v' hiñ twen- e:
aP,
plication whether we will let you have the amount, you want or not ,
No wearisome delays, we get Qujck Action, We want ysQur FARM LO AH
Business or we would not be re; Sou
;
New Mexico,
ROY,
:
P J.Conklin, Manager,
'
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nave, inemi

'
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